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Preface

At one of my photography workshops in the Outer Banks of North Carolina, I was teaching a
photographer, Shane, how to use a SUNBOUNCE PRO reflector as a “kicker” of the natural
sunlight plus the spill of the artificial light of flash. He had a Nikon DSLR, I had a Canon DSLR,
and both of us had 85mm lenses. We each took a photo of the model, same camera settings, but
Shane felt that my photo looked better than his. He didn’t understand as we both shot from the
same position and camera settings just seconds apart.
I jokingly told him it was because I had a Canon, but honestly, that wasn’t the difference. I
thought about it for a while then told him, “It’s the life I’ve lived. I funnel it into my
photography. In every one of my photos, there is a piece of me in there. It’s there.”
He looked at me puzzled at first. So, I told him a little bit about my story, my life, hoping he’d
understand how I view people, life, and liberty. The things I’ve dealt with, good and bad. In the
end, I think he understood how I funnel everything through my lens.
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So, the preface section in a book normally deals with the genesis, or as Merriam Webster online
describes, “the origin or coming into being of something.” Thus, I’m going to use the preface
pages to share “coming into being” when it comes to my photography. This perhaps will help
you see what I feel when I look through my camera lens and see a human, a person, a soul at the
other end. This is a super brief synopsis of my story and the complete detailed version will soon
release as Lens Diaries — A Memoir.
My Story
Many of my fans often say, “I wish I
had your life,” and my usual response is,
“until you find out how many people
have tried to take the life out of me.”
As they look at me in silence, I begin to
explain, it’s not always glitz and
glamour.

In my junior year of high-school, I became the head
photographer. Our school published a monthly
newspaper and a 475-page yearbook. This photo was
taken when I was a senior and 17-years old. I picked
up my first camera when I was 9-years old.

I grew up in a family where an “I love
you” was rare and I’ve endured racism
from the day of my birth. I didn’t really
understand it until my brother Israel’s
arm was dislocated as he defended our
surname while we walked home from
elementary school that day.
I married young and shortly after my
second daughter was born I was
divorced from my predominately Irish
wife, again, mainly to racism. That same
day, to ensure medical insurance and the

support of my children, I enlisted in the army.
After my basic training at Ft. Knox, my new ex-wife and I decided to secretly remarry. It was a
perfect plan with military orders to Germany, we’d finally leave racism behind. There were just a
few things we had to accomplish for the plan to succeed.
First, she’d have to obtain the marriage license before I returned home while I completed my
military advanced initial training. She did. Second, she’d arrange for a justice of the peace to
marry us and I’d need a friend that could witness the ceremony to validate our marriage license.
We did. He did. Third, after we re-married, upon my arrival to my new duty-station in Germany,
I’d have to extend my tour, so my-again wife and our kids could join me in Germany.
I completed my training in Ft. Knox, went home the next day, and while I don’t remember the
JP’s name, he showed up on time along with my good friend Richard Clark. The ceremony lasted
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maybe two-minutes. There was no time for vows much less a honeymoon. It was a done deal,
married again!
The next day I was off to Germany and once I arrived, I showed proof of marriage to my
commander and he allowed me to change my tour from two years unaccompanied, to three years
accompanied. All went as planned. Then like the scratch on a chalkboard, STOP! Her parents
saw the marriage license in the local-weekly paper public notices, and there we were, divorced
again — thanks to racism.
Her and the children, now with State Dept. issued “military dependent passports” never made it
to Germany and the army said, “too bad, so sad, can’t change your tour back, you’re stuck
private.”
Ironically, I was assigned to the 3rd Battalion, 8th Infantry Division, headquarters company unit
where all us enlisted soldiers took the brunt of a battle between our first sergeant of color and the
Caucasian battalion motor sergeant — you guessed it, plain as black and white, racism at its
finest, and the troops suffered. Morale was extremely low.
Eighteen months later I got lucky and was assigned to the army’s V Corps headquarters in
Frankfurt. There I’d become the personal photographer to the new corps commander, Lt. Gen.
George A. Joulwan. The following year he earned his fourth star and moved to Panama as the
new Commander in Chief, United States Southern Command. I went from Germany to Desert
Storm, but the deployment was shortened after Gen. Joulwan did a “by-name request” that I be
reassigned directly to him in Central America. I left Saudi Arabia straight to Germany, and two
days later I arrived in Panama City, Panama where I’d get to eat ceviche for the first time.
The next 26 months, at USSOUTHCOM, I’d focus on our primary missions including Operation
Support Justice, aka the Latin American Drug War during the Pablo Escobar era plus monitoring
the Shining Path guerrillas. I’d meet ambassadors and other VIP’s to include the president,
George H.W. Bush and his wife Barbara; Carol Hallett, the U.S. Customs commissioner at the
time; Judge Robert Bonner, the administrator of the DEA; Gen. Colin Powell, our Chairman,
Joint Chiefs of Staff; the new Drug Czar, former Florida Gov. Bob Martinez and many other
dignitaries.
At USSOUTHCOM on a routine basis I’d work with various three-letter federal agencies like the
CIA, DEA, NSA, DIA, FBI, and others like U.S. Marshalls, the latter known as RSO’s, or
regional security officers at the U.S. embassies, in the collection of intelligence while in the
jungles of South and Central America. This included contact and interaction with assigned
members of the U.S. Army’s Delta and Special Forces too.
Whether it was collecting intelligence on the Túpac Amaru Revolutionary Movement (MRTA),
the Shining Path guerrillas, or Pablo Escobar, a visit to the Upper Huallaga River Valley,
including DEA operations at the base of Santa Lucia, Peru, we often joked about the monthly
danger pay stipend of $150. Yep. Put your neck out on the line for $150.
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When I captured this photo, I was attached to a “monkey strap” so I would not fall out of the
Army Blackhawk helicopter since we flew doors open. The front two Rangers are receiving
instructions for their “helocast” where they will jump into a lake high above from the helicopter.
It was fun at times, it was scary at times, and it was dangerous at times. I saw a lot of crazy
things, from an entire family digging for food in trash cans in Honduras to survive, and
despicable human rights abuses in El Salvador and Guatemala. We even had a plan to meet in
Chile with the biggest human rights violator and former dictator, Augusto José Ramón Pinochet
Ugarte. Gen. Pinochet executed 3,095 people, interned up to 80,000 others, and tortured up to
30,000 by his regime, including women and children. The meeting failed after Gen. Pinochet
snubbed us.
The one meeting that did impress me, was the personal thank you I received from President
George H. W. Bush at the Panamanian presidential palace for my service followed by the
presentation from Gen. Joulwan of the Dept. of Defense Meritorious Service Medal for my
actions. Something rare for a “buck sergeant” to receive.
Besides a medal in a box, I also received a certificate to hang on the wall. The average person
only sees a piece of paper. I can’t completely tell you what I see because there are a lot of things
4

I can’t talk or write about, especially classified operations, but trust me when I say, illicit drugs
are the world’s greatest source of blood money.
The “narco” world is a perpetual dark economy often filled with death, torture, harm, abuse,
corruption, and the lack of respect for the beauty in life. If you or someone you know does illicit
drugs, there’s a great chance you’ve indirectly contributed to some family’s griefs.
After my Latin America tour that included some missions with the true patriot and future
whistleblower in the horrifying “House of Death” case, DEA Special Agent Sandy Gonzalez, I
was assigned to public affairs with the Army and Air Force Hometown News service where I’d
run the pictorial branch. During that period, still an active-duty soldier, I deployed on many
missions to include the genocide in Rwanda where I documented the beginning of Operation
Support Hope.
They say you never forget the smell of death, I say, multiply that by thousands in one day. And
no, you never forget the smell of death and I never left Rwanda. Later I went on to the invasion

I captured this image in April 1994 as millions of Hutu refugees fled the genocide created by the
Tutsi Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF). Millions died. It was total chaos when I arrived.
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of Haiti in Operation Uphold Democracy. There were other operations I’d cover too, but those
three, operations, Support Justice, Support Hope, and Uphold Democracy are the three that have
instilled darkness in my life that as a writer and photographer I draw from.
Oops, I almost forgot, a fourth mission but not operation was when I went all the way to Hanoi,
Vietnam in 1995 and returned back to the U.S. with 10 sets of remains as part of documenting
Joint Task Force Full Accounting. We had two long flights on an Air Force C-141 where we
stared at the flag draped coffins from Hanoi to Anderson Air Force base in Guam, then we
arrived at Hickman Air Force Base in Hawaii. A long silent ride, times two.
There were some great missions too. When the people of East Berlin crossed into West Germany
in 1989 as the Berlin Wall fell it was exciting and made me feel great to help people while
stationed in Germany. The 50th anniversary of D-Day in Normandy, Omaha Beach, and SainteMère-Église were great too, especially after reuniting there with Gen. Joulwan, who then was the
Supreme Allied Commander Europe. The only sad part of that trip was staring at the 9,387
tombstones at the Normandy American Cemetery and Memorial in France located in Collevillesur-Mer.
There are also the names of “1,557 Americans who lost their lives in the Normandy campaign
but could not be located and/or identified, inscribed on the walls of a semicircular garden at the
east side of the memorial.” These were patriotic and honorable men and women that gave the
ultimate sacrifice, and we, the living general public, worry about “little things” like the lines at
Starbucks or Krispy Kreme doughnuts.
After almost nine years in the army, I left active-duty as a staff sergeant and was immediately
hired back into my old job, but now as a U.S. Air Force civilian. There I still deployed on realworld missions around the globe including a cover-story, co-illustrated with the late, Pulitzer
prize winner Eddie Adams, for Parade magazine, circulation 32 million printed copies.
Eventually I moved to the Air Force News Agency side of the building where in the newly
created position I became the agency’s first Chief of the Multimedia Branch. There I’d ensure
the daily radio and television programs plus photos for the Air Force website were maintained.
Somewhere during that period I’d do model portfolios on my off time, earned my four-year
degree, and eventually opened up a website that led to four photography “how-to” book contracts
on photographing women.
With that success, plus my photography workshop tour to promote my books, I left government
service as a GS-12, including 17 years of eligibility toward a guaranteed government retirement,
a decision I sometimes regret.
With the new fame of photographing women combined with growing up in a family that never
expressed love, racism, and throw in some PTSD, yeah, I made some poor decisions. While I
can’t take back my mistakes, I share them in my upcoming memoir book in hopes through my
musings that other people don’t make my mistakes. I also hope to show others some root causes
of the darkness that life hands us at times so people can also understand why we do the things we
do, right or wrong, plus the beauty of life.
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I heal through my writing and photography so
that not all is lost and that’s why I wrote this
book and have updated it to its third edition. If
I help one person through this book or my
other books, including my upcoming
book, Lens Diaries — A Memoir, then I’ve
succeeded to help others avert the unnecessary
pains of life. Perhaps after some of my fans
have read that upcoming book, they probably
won’t say, “I wish I had your life,” and instead
say, “unbelievable,” but believe it — it did
happen!
Now as you read forward, keep in the back of
your mind all I’ve been through, good and bad
and I haven’t even touched the parental
alienation I’ve dealt with from my second
marriage. That’s another story in itself that I’ll
cover more in my memoir book, but hopefully
this preface frames your mind into “I
understand now” as you read ahead. As Ernest
Hemingway put it, “In order to write about life
first you must live it.” When it comes to
photography, I say the same statement applies
and that’s why on that day, my photos were
different than Shane’s.
I hope readers of this book will conclude that
someone they know can relate to one of the
stories I’ll share and gain some insight into his
Notice how one soldier is "discharging" the
or her situation. For photographers, I offer tips
static electricity from the Army Blackhawk
and advice that might prove beneficial. For
helicopter so the other soldiers can "sling-load" your subjects and my future subjects, I offer
the cargo to the helicopter.
insight on how a veteran photographer, no pun
intended, sees things through his lens. Enjoy the book, and remember, photography is powerful,
don’t misuse it.
Finally, I’d like to thank my God for allowing me to take this visual journey of life plus my
family and all the muses, models, assistants, sponsors, colleagues, and my mentor, professional
photographer and author Robert Farber. Everyone as a whole has allowed me to reach a level in
my photography and writings to release this book for its third edition ten years since it was first
released. Onward. I salute you all!
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Introduction

Since the article “Posing naked
for a women’s magazine felt
brave and shocking,” by Melissa
Whitworth came out in the UK
version of Glamour magazine in
2009, the photographic therapy
topic went viral in photography
forums worldwide. Some call it
phototherapy, others argue it’s
therapeutic photography and I
call it photographic therapy. In
fact, the day after that article, I
was interviewed by the
journalist-psychologist Clara
Soares from the largest, weekly
Portuguese newsmagazine,
Visão.
She would go on to quote me in
their article on the topic of
photographic therapy. Soon after
that interview, I noticed the topic
on a photography and model
forum and as I engaged in the
conversation, one female
photographer responded, “...but I
think that saying photography is
therapy IS psycho-babble.”
Photography as therapy is not
psycho-babble. I can tell you
story after story, like one about a This couple stands on the edge of an infinity pool and the
young woman, a former military water illusion is created when you lower the camera close to
police sergeant in the U.S.
the water to optically allow the ocean to appear to connect
Army, who had been physically with the water in the swimming pool. Captured and a Canon
abused by her ex-husband. She
EOS 5D with a Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L USM lens at 1/200th
is intelligent, beautiful, and
sec; f/5.6; ISO 100; White Balance 6000K.
stands 5’-10” tall. I
photographed her for Playboy and she’s in my first photography book. She modeled for me in
some of my glamour photography workshops after she left the U.S. Army. She once told me at
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the end of a photoshoot, “you made me feel like a woman again.” She’s now in federal lawenforcement, remarried and with family.
I had another subject whose husband
left her for her own bridesmaid.
She’d just returned from completing
the U.S. Air Force Officer Candidate
School and found her clothes thrown
on the front porch and her husband in
bed with her best friend. She
divorced him immediately. Prior to
her military enlistment she had been
a state beauty pageant queen and
won the “Miss Photogenic” award.
She was so hurt by this betrayal that
she hated men for some time
afterwards. In her first photoshoot
with me she said, “This makes me
feel beautiful and like a woman
again.” Now happily remarried to a
military pilot, with children, and
she’s honorably discharged from the
military.

When you set your camera white balance to mimic a
tungsten light source, the natural daylight will go blue as
in this photo. Captured with a Canon EOS 5D Mark II
and a Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L USM lens at 1/1250th sec;
f/1.2; ISO 160; White Balance 3400K.

Another subject I was hired to
photograph for a bariatric surgeon
friend of mine was 31 years of age
when she lost 131 pounds as a result
of the procedure. She’d come over
for the “after” photo, usually a onehour photography session where the
subject is photographed up against a
plain, seamless, background paper to
illustrate how much weight she’d
lost.

I loved her charismatic qualities and
inner- and outer-beauty, so I asked
her to let me photograph her in a
more “glamour” photo — with clothes. She mentioned no man had ever given her a second look
and just to be in front of the camera, “made her feel beautiful and like a woman again.”
After the shoot, both she and my 265-pound assistant at the time — a tough guy who looked like
he was a member of the Mexican Mafia — cried when I showed her the photos on my Apple
Cinema Display immediately after the shoot. I did something I rarely do. I burned a CD of every
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photo taken and handed it to her, free of charge. There was no need for post-production. She
gave me a big hug, tears falling from her eyes. That hug was my photographic therapy.
Now, to the credit of the photographer who called photographic therapy “psycho-babble,” she
also said, “An insecure woman may trust the photographer, but what if she trusts the wrong
photographer? Wouldn’t that do more damage than good?”

If the opportunity arises, look for unique angles to include shooting from above as illustrated in
this photo. Captured with an Olympus EM-1 and an Olympus 12-40 f/2.8 lens at 1/50th sec.;
25mm (in 35mm: 50mm) at f/5.0; ISO: 1250; White Balance: 6000K.

She is absolutely correct. The wrong photographer working with someone in a depressed state of
mind can make that depression worse. Depression kills. Depression comes in many forms,
including postpartum depression. The problem is, most of the time we don’t know what’s on a
person’s mind, hence building rapport with the subject is critically important before, during, and
after the shoot. Without prying much a photographer should know enough about the subject to
understand her state of mind, but he or she can never replace a trained, medical professional.
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A photographer must learn when to listen and know when to ask the right questions, how to ask
them, where to ask them, and why to ask them, to help build that rapport and better understand
the subject.
If a photographer’s subject suffers from depression and that photographer doesn’t know how to
recognize it, no matter how slight the depression may be, it can lead to a bad situation. A
photographer should realize that photography is only a “layer” of treatment in helping to build or
rebuild self-esteem. It’s no substitute for a therapy session conducted by a trained, medical
professional.
Statistically, there are more male photographers than females, and even though some males feel
they understand women, they will never know what it’s like to be a woman. Motherhood is a
good example. Unless a photographer has delivered a baby, I doubt he or she understands what
it’s like to give birth. “New mothers” go through a complete body change after childbirth.
Photography is awesome and when done well it can make moms feel more secure about
themselves again. So, bravo to the photographer on the forum who raised the subject, because a
photographer who doesn’t know what he or she is doing, can make postpartum depression worse
— even deadly.
I had a subject who was eight weeks into motherhood with her first child. Her figure was
gorgeous, though she didn’t think so. She wanted to rekindle the romance with her husband of a
few years because she felt her body had changed and she had to give so much attention to her
newborn that she had little time for her husband. She wanted to create a surprise Valentine’s Day
gift for him. You could see her love for him in her eyes as she asked me to help her create the
perfect photographs of her for this romantic moment. She wanted to show him she was still
beautiful.
She hired me to photograph her on the beach in conservative swimwear and in some fashion
beach clothes. I photographed her for two days, fully clothed. Beach clothes and swimwear. The
most risqué outfit, if you want to call it that, was a two-piece, full-bottom, bikini.
On Valentine’s Day, she presented the photos from her photographic therapy session to her
husband with red wine, strawberries, and chocolates after consuming the candle-lit dinner she’d
carefully prepared all day. The baby was with the sitter, so they could have this romantic time
without interruption. She even disconnected the telephone. She later told me, “It was a longoverdue romantic, quality time with my husband.” All went well until she proudly presented her
hubby with these professional photographs.
Perhaps it was the wine, or the built-up sexual frustration, or his insensitivity, but ultimately, he
accused her of being a “slut,” a “whore,” a “worthless piece of crap.” All because she had posed
for photos taken by a male photographer. They are now divorced. She still cherishes those photos
and actually is thankful that she found out what kind of man she married. She’s a proud parent
feeling sexier and more secure than before those photos were ever taken.
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Moral of The Story
No matter how good the photography or photographer, no matter how much the subject needs to
go through the photographic therapy process, no matter how good it makes the subject feel, and
how much it can uplift self-esteem, others can still destroy it.
Photographic therapy, I might
add, isn’t just for women in their
30s, 40s or even 50s. It has a lot to
do with women of every age and
perhaps society is the reason. The
minute we’re born, momma takes
us to the grocery store. There we
sit in the grocery cart. As momma
puts our baby food on the
conveyer belt at the checkout
counter, there are magazines
galore in every direction we look.
Glamour, Cosmopolitan, Sports
Illustrated Swimwear, the weekly
trashy rags too, all filled with
buxom Barbie-looking beauties
scantily dressed.
Young girls grow up with Barbie
dolls, which are never overweight or middle-aged. Society
trains them to believe that to
capture your perfect male
playmate — a tall, blonde, blueeyed “Ken” — they have to be a
tall, slim, curvy, blonde “Barbie.”
As men, when we realize we are
Notice how the wall, side-walk, and the lights create
not Ken, even our self-esteem is
leading lines to the subject. Captured with an Olympus
hurt, but we accept who we are
EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm
and move on. We age gracefully
f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/100th sec.; 73mm (in 35mm: 146mm)
with our salt-and-pepper beards
at f/2.8; ISO: 1600; White Balance: 4000K.
and hair. Perhaps that’s why many
photographers, like myself, feel
photographic therapy from the back of the camera, and know we’re making our subjects happy
with the results. It’s not our Ken-less looks that please them.
Society teaches us that the perfect body comes in many forms. Fathers unknowingly add to that
impression just watching football on TV. When the video camera pans across the playing fields
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Here the model is illuminated with a SUNBOUNCE Mini photography reflector with their 3D
Raindrops Silver fabric. Captured with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko
Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/100th sec.; 82mm (in 35mm: 164mm) at f/6.3; ISO:
200; White Balance: 6000K.
broadcasting the sexy, slender, cheerleaders with their butts and cleavage hanging out of their
revealing mini-outfits, buxom beauties are subconsciously imprinted in our minds. Bookstores
across the world sell their cleavage-abundant calendars. We later put them on our walls or desks
to remind us year-round what we’ve been trained to like in women.
“Et Dieu... créa la femme...”
Entertainment media executives know sex sells. Years back, one of the hottest TV shows around
the world was “Baywatch,” which was often nicknamed “Babe Watch.” Our own society has
programmed us to accept certain things, which explains why the United States is a leader in the
number of breast implants and plastic surgery. I’m even sure the same holds true for tanning
salons and Botox treatments. We are guilty, even I, as a photographer whose portfolio includes
Playboy Playmate beauties, of creating this perception.
Do I regret it? No. I enjoy making women feel great about themselves with my camera. My
finished photos and post-production with Adobe® Photoshop fills in the gaps to help them look
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like the Barbie dolls they never will be.
Perhaps that’s why the term
“Photoshopped” was coined, because like
a darkroom, it allows for corrections of
blemishes (with the clone tool) and the
flattening of stomachs (with the liquify
tool). “Heck, you want big breasts, no
problem — just liquify them right in with
Photoshop,” is something I’ve heard
photographers tell models at some of my
workshops.
Subjects and inexperienced photographers
should also note that magazine covers are
almost always retouched. Thighs are
slimmed down, imperfections on
complexions are cleaned up, waists are
drawn in, etc. In fact, most front-cover
photos are closer to photo illustrations
than original photos. And the women in
those images probably are so tweaked out
in post-production they don’t really exist
in that form. Plus, don’t forget that these
subjects, especially celebrities, have
fitness trainers, nutritionists, publicists,
and a whole team to ensure they look the Dilara is illuminated with a SUNBOUNCE PRO
reflector with a “Sparkling Sun” fabric. Captured
way they do.
with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus
M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at
These are material things the average
person can’t afford or does not own. Ask 1/640th sec.; 50mm (in 35mm: 100mm) at f/4.5;
yourself, how many people do you know ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.
who have their own physical trainer,
nutritionist, culinary chef, makeup artist, stylist, personal assistant, and a publicist to help them
look their best at any given time?
I was hired by St. Martin’s Press to photograph a New York Times best-selling romance author,
Lisa Kleypas, for her first mainstream book at that time, Sugar Daddy. Lisa is used to the
camera; at the time she had authored over 20 books plus was a 42-year-old mother of two and
explained to me before the shoot that she didn’t want to look “fat” in her photos. I understood.
The solution was simple: as with any subject, you never shoot hips straight on, one hip is toward
the camera and one hip is away from the camera.
Lisa later wrote on her blog, “This is the photo that will go on the back of Sugar Daddy. Lisa-aucasual. It was taken by an incredibly talented photographer, Rolando Gómez, who is great at
making women look their best. He finds the right angles and the right lighting, and he makes you
feel comfortable and unself-conscious. The photo hasn’t been touched up or Photoshopped...
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which leads to the following confession: Before the first picture was even taken, I was looking
forward to that Photoshopping.”
As proven through her book sales, Lisa understands the female audience well and the market for
romance novels is extremely large in the book industry. Romance novels are the fairytales many
Barbies experienced, perhaps the foundation for those novels started at the Barbie stage,
obviously without the more provocative and sexually descriptive vocabulary.
The Internet model and photography websites are no different. I’ve seen profiles of models that
display anger because people criticize how they look in their more poorly done photos,
especially when the photographer does no post-production or doesn’t know how to do it
properly. Thankfully for them, a seasoned professional photographer knows photogenic beauty
when he or she sees it and normally does not judge a model’s talent for lack of the
photographer’s talent or Photoshopping skills.
I’ve been working on this book for what seems like 20 years because the experiences come from
over 40 years as a professional photographer. This is not a book loaded with photo essays.
Rather, it’s more a book of words accompanied by my photos to create an empathy for women
and the societal pressures they frequently face, something most men don’t understand.
The more specific target audience is people who believe in the power of photography to help
build or rebuild self-esteem.
Ultimately, I hope that a reader will come to realize that a close friend or family member might
need a little photographic therapy in his or her life and will recommend a well-researched
photographer to help them capture their inner beauty. And, hopefully, photographers will learn
from this book by simply understanding the photographic therapy process and scenarios.
While Melissa Whitworth’s article in the UK’s version of Glamour magazine was about “nude”
phototherapy photography, I firmly believe nudity is not a requirement, although the subject
should have that as their option.
The golden rule in any type of photography, whether it’s coined photographic therapy,
phototherapy, therapeutic photography, etc., is that the photographer should never force their
subjects to pose in any manner they don’t want. It should be a marriage of the minds between the
subject and the professional photographer, a collaboration to create photographs that will
ultimately please the subject and enforce her self-esteem in a positive manner.
Nudity Not Required
Nudity is not a requirement of your subject during photographic therapy. It’s ultimately your
subject’s decision if she will or will not pose nude for the camera. While many subjects think
about posing nude and how they might feel doing so, a photographer should never push their
subjects in that direction. This must be the subject’s own decision. Often when a subject
discusses posing nude then decides to give it a try, I capture her in a more abstract or implied
pose and let her decide from that point on if she wants to reveal more of her body. Again, that is
her decision.
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Chapter One — The Art of Understanding

They say beauty is in the eye of the beholder, but is it? What is beauty?
According to the definition on
Wikipedia.com, “There is
evidence that a preference for
beautiful faces emerges early in
child development, and that the
standards of attractiveness are
similar across different genders
and cultures.”
I prefer to say, “While there are
many cultures that distinguish
us, there is only one race, the
human race, which is filled with
beauty in itself. Everyone is
beautiful, inside out, but the real
beauty, is the beauty of living
life and as photographers, it’s up
to us to record that beauty in a
visual medium.”
Your Subjects

Captured with an Olympus EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko
Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/640th sec.;
150mm (in 35mm: 300mm) at f/3.2; ISO: 400; White
Balance: 6000K.

Before photographers can apply
therapeutic values with their
craft, they must understand their
subjects. And before subjects
make the choice of entering into
a photographic therapy process,
they must understand their own
needs.

Some subjects know their needs,
some don’t. A veteran
photographer can usually make
that determination. An even more experienced photographer can help his subjects understand
those needs. It’s not inappropriate to ask a subject, “What are these photos for?”
Understanding your subject before creating art is not new. Even Leonardo da Vinci must have
studied his subject, Mona, the young wife of Francesco del Giocondo. Yes, the Mona Lisa,
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known as La Gioconda, displays her captivating beauty and is probably the most famous image
of any woman. Understanding your subjects, primarily women, is an art not easily understood by
most male photographers. And though I consider photographers as artists, most are not Nobel
Prize winners, nor do many hold psychology or sociology degrees needed to help understand the
human mind.
While I’m no psychologist, my own experiences with subjects has given me the mental tools and
knowledge to better understand women. With that said, I’ve learned over the years that there are
many hypotheses that tend to explain women and their thoughts, yet no single theory has been
proven. Many theorists have failed to define predictable results in their beliefs about women.
I have no theory, but by virtue of being a photographer of women for over four decades and
through the act of building rapport with my subjects, I feel I have an understanding better than
most men. I associate this more with the craft of photography because it allows me to view the
beauty of a woman through my camera lens and get close without physically violating her space.

When you set your camera white balance to mimic a tungsten light source, the natural daylight
will go blue as in this photo I took as a behind the scenes photo at my Las Vegas photo
workshop. Captured with a Canon EOS 5D Mark II and a Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L USM lens at
1/200th sec; f/4.0; ISO 100; White Balance 3400K.
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Your Lens Is Their Mirror
Your lens is your subject’s mirror to
her inner and outer beauty. Women
behave differently in front of the lens
and react differently to a “proven,
professional, glamour photographer,”
who can make them look like the
images in his portfolio, unlike their
behavior in front of the lens of a
family member or friend. I learned to
find and capture their inner beauty
over time, something with which the
average man has no experience.
I often get subjects who say, “Can
you make me look like her?” as they
point to an image in my portfolio.
Sometimes I even get, “She’s not that
pretty, but can I pose on that same
brown couch where you
photographed her?” The difference
between the two subjects who made
these statements is that the first
subject lacks confidence or selfesteem, while the second subject has
confidence and higher self-esteem.
I’ll answer both of those questions
with a noncommittal statement like,
“Every person photograph’s
differently and photography is
Captured with a Canon EOS 5D with a Canon EF 85mm
subjective, so let’s see what we can
f/1.2L USM lens at 1/125th sec; f/2.8; ISO 400; White
come up with together to make your
Balance 3800K.
photos very unique and powerful. I’m
fairly sure you’ll love the results.”
Most people tend to look at how they are today, how society sees them today, how they see
society, but few look close at what has happened over time and how their own life or upbringing
has caused them to perceive life and elements of life in a certain manner.
Proof of that is when we see ourselves in a mirror, we rarely think about how we used to look.
We tend to see how we would like to look. We seldom see aging, we rarely see our own youth
inside. Maybe we should ask ourselves the next time we’re in front of the mirror, “What brought
us to look the way we look now or why do we see ourselves the way we do? Why do we want to
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look better in front of the mirror? Is it for family, friends and colleagues? Why do we pick up a
hair brush or comb? Why do we apply lipstick on our lips in front of the mirror?”
Similarly, why do women have breast augmentation when not for reconstructive purposes? Is it
because they need reassurance that society accepts them, not for what they are, but for what they
believe society expects them to be while also needing reassurance?
What they really see in that mirror is their soul and perhaps, at times, they’re just trying to soothe
it. Don’t get me wrong. I see no harm in this, after all, high self-esteem is healthy for our minds,
and photography can be just one tool or “hairbrush” that gets us one step closer to how we’d like
to look and feel. In fact, a photograph can be the reassurance. Like a mirror, a photograph
produces a reflective image of ourselves.
Molded by Society
Women, from the day they are born, are inundated with what they should be or look like. As a
one-month-old baby, riding high atop the shopping cart as momma waits in the check-out line,
little miss lies on her back surrounded by copies of Vogue, Cosmopolitan, Glamour, Seventeen,
and other magazines with beautiful models or actresses scantily clad with perfect complexions
and perfect bodies.
As babies, our minds are sponges. We begin to absorb information the minute we are born, about
how to smile, what is hot and cold, what a perfect human should look like. As we grow, we go
up and down the shopping malls with Mom, passing at least one store with mannequins or large,
life-like posters of sexily dressed teenagers or young women.
It’s no surprise that even at the college level, retailers like Abercrombie & Fitch, who once stated
on their own website’s metadata description, “Sexy, casual clothing designed for the modern
collegiate lifestyle,” continue to make an impression. I’m not pointing fingers, just painting it
like it is. As I said before, even photographers contribute to the world’s perception of the perfect
woman. Young girls today don’t want to be just any model. They dream of becoming the next
Victoria’s Secret Angel.
Sex appeal is everywhere we turn. Shopping mall windows, grocery store point-of-purchase
displays, broadcast programs, the Internet, streaming media, and spam mail — no one is
immune, including our children. Women are constantly being bombarded with creams that
reduce or eliminate wrinkles, tummy trimmers, teeth whiteners, Botox, lip fillers, hair
extensions, make-up, waistline-reducing diets, etc. There’s a constant bombardment of
infomercials selling butt-tightening, stomach-flattening, and bust-building machines. Even
makeup with minerals or without — it’s all about beauty. The face, the body, the look. It’s what
we’re told is of the utmost importance.
Understanding Our Society
As photographers, if we want to understand what our subject wants, how she wants her image on
paper portrayed, we have to understand our society and why our subjects feel the way they do.
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We can’t think like a man does. We have to think how a woman would want us to perceive her
— beautiful, gorgeous, sexy, slender, attractive, sensual, all the above. While men are being
spammed with Viagra®, Cialis® and Rogaine® emails, some women are investigating the free
breast implant websites.
They do exist!
I’ve seen or heard of women who, while growing up, observed their fathers, brothers, boyfriends,
husbands, or some other male influence in their lives, looking through Playboy, Maxim, or Sports
Illustrated Swimwear not to mention Victoria’s Secret catalogues. We grew up watching
programs on television like “Baywatch,” nicknamed “Babe Watch,” or the latest “T&A” show,
and cameramen zooming in on cheerleaders during professional sports games.
There was even once the “Man Show,” which bombard us with even more bombshells. And if
you miss prime-time television
during the day, you can always find
someone gone wild and purchase
their videos or call in on a chat line
during those after-hour
infomercials.
While times are changing with
movements like #MeToo, and for
the good I might add, there’s still a
lot of ground to cover and
photographers can illustrate this
through photojournalism and
environmental portraits along with
photographic therapy.
I have yet to meet a subject who
didn’t grow up with Barbie or other
dolls. When is the last time you
saw an overweight Barbie, or a
Barbie with pimples, a thick waist,
crooked teeth or A-cup breasts?
They say beauty is in the eye of the
beholder, but is it? What is beauty?

Captured in Ghost Town, Nelson, Nevada with an
Olympus EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/6400th sec.; 55mm (in 35mm:
110mm) at f/3.2; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.

It’s funny how we live in a society
that ties things to “political
correctness” and being “politically
correct,” but we rarely verbalize
“physically correct” or “societal
correctness.” I believe it’s society
and peer pressure that force women
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to stand in front of the mirror to verify their cleavage, check their lower curves, slap on the
mascara, line the lips and inspect the correctness of their hair. Men gawk, stare, whistle, chastise
and send all those verbal and visual messages, which some women might enjoy, but most others
hate.
Local beauty pageants, homecoming queens, Miss U.S.A, Miss Universe are equally to blame
because they tend to display taller, slender women who must smile as they walk down the
runway in high heels that make their bottoms bounce for the judges. Throw in the school
yearbook’s most likely to succeed section and the local society or fashion pages and it’s one big
mix of cultural requirements for acceptance.
Mix in social media like Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, etc., plus insta-chat apps and the
explosion of “selfies” along with reality TV shows, and women are competing for the spotlight,
or reassurances. Some are obsessed with the amounts of “favs” or “likes” along with “followers”
or “fans” they can get. It’s as though it’s a numbers perception game for who is “hotter” than
who.
While the digital world did bring some great technology advancements, it’s also caused a
photography dopamine addiction. It’s been proven that selfies are created because of dopamine,
a brain-produced drug, and the hi-tech directly responsible for this that has turned our society
into a hi-touch society — that of touch screens.
Research at Harvard and other prominent universities by scholars have found that “the need to
create a photo is elevated by the need to share that same photo on social networks” because
sharing an immediate creative experience with others is “brain candy.” It’s all connected to the
photography dopamine addiction.
We seek affirmation through our social media channels thanks to this photography dopamine
addiction. We achieve this affirmation through the creation and sharing of photos for others to
like and/or comment. It’s scary and has the possibility to cause harm or someone to harm
themselves.
You have a world created on canned looks that’s well documented through camera lenses from
professional cameras to smartphones and no one seems interested in the subject’s true character.
This is my perception, proven by what I have heard and observed as a professional photographer.
It’s not meant to put anyone down. It’s meant to help us understand ourselves, who we are, why
we are the way we are, and why we do the things we do — right or wrong.
Scientific Evidence and Theories
There are those who will do their best to prove me wrong. They don’t know what I’ve
experienced, both as a Latin and as a photographer. They won’t change my mind unless they can
prove me wrong through scientific evidence. There are many theories about women. Science
proves women see better than men because their eyes have more rods and cones within their
optical anatomy and it’s also proven most women hear better than men. I’ve seen that with my
own eyes and heard it with my own ears, so I’ll have to agree with those two points.
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One must understand that while the human body is understood through the study of biology, our
psyche is shaped by society. So, when we are concerned about our physical appearance in front
of the mirror or a camera, this concentration of thoughts impacts the psyche and impacts our selfesteem. If we were to start with the anatomy, maybe we’d begin to paint a better picture in our
minds about our female subjects.
However, anatomy goes beyond breasts
and bottoms. It’s about the whole package
and how it synchronizes with a woman’s
inner-self. Photography should do the
same. We photograph the outside based on
what we see in the inside, through the eyes
of the subject. As the saying goes, “the
eyes are the windows to the soul.”
Perhaps it should be restated that the eyes
are the entryway to the heart and mind of
our photographic subjects. A photographer
must learn to go beyond what he or she
sees on the outside and learn how to find
what’s on the inside. When the
photographer fully understands his
subject, inside and out, photographic
therapy will be effective. He’ll be able to
capture that smile, the harmony between
the corners of the eyes and lips of your
subject’s face.
Don’t be fooled by thinking the sight of
teeth is the signal you’ve achieved that
smile. On the contrary, look at the Mona
Lisa — do you see teeth? No, but she’s
smiling — and she’s not wearing veneers!
Model photo captured on slide film and
illuminated with a Dynalite battery pack in
Arizona.
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Chapter Two — Apply What You Understand

Photographic therapy can be more powerful than any medication when used properly. And like
all tools and medicines, when it’s misused it can turn into a destructive bomb.

Photo of Rebecca was captured inside a greenhouse with the Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an
Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/1250th sec.; 106mm (in 35mm:
212mm) at f/2.8; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.
Over 45 years ago I picked up my first camera and over a great part of those years, I learned that
photography is more than pictures and memories. It’s a powerful layer we can add to our lives.
When I first work with a female subject, I study her outside appearance and inner beauty, and let
her know beforehand so she doesn’t think I have any ulterior motives. I let each subject know
that my study is about her outside appearance and her inner beauty.
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While most women take the last part as a compliment, I study a woman’s inner beauty through
conversation throughout the entire therapeutic, photographic and rapport-building process. It’s
important that a photographer conveys this process clearly and repeats it at every photographic
therapy session. This is something photographers should carry in their “mental checklist” of
things to communicate during a photographic therapy session.
I first tell my female subject — and I emphasize this over time — “If you see me looking at you,
from head to toe, as I’m shooting or as you’re walking, please don’t take this the wrong way. I’m
just studying your features. It’s up to me, as the photographer, to find your best assets and accent
those assets in my images, while also de-emphasizing any detractors, through shadows, lights,
clothes, makeup, and lenses.”
Communication with
Your Subject
Going into more detail, I
let my subjects know that
we’re all human, no one is
perfect, and because of
that, it’s up to me to ensure
that I portray them in the
best light and manner
possible — so they appear
as beautiful and dignified
as possible. What’s most
important is how, what,
when, and where I say it,
along with how I reinforce
it throughout the
photographic therapy
session(s).
It’s knowing when to
speak softly, subtly,
monotone, or boldly. I
speak softly when I’m
talking about our mutual
goals for an image, or
when my subject is
“feeling the connection”
during the shoot. I speak
subtly when she talks, and
I’ll do more listening than
talking, especially when
my subject pours out her
inner most secrets. I speak

Photo captured on the Queen Mary ship with the Olympus EM-1
Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8
PRO lens at 1/125th sec.; 73mm (in 35mm: 146mm) at f/5.0; ISO:
250; White Balance: 6000K.
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boldly when I feel I need to show leadership and give my subject some confidence in her
abilities by seeing confidence in mine. A good example of this is when I set up the equipment —
I let her know what I’m doing, why I’m doing it, and what I hope to accomplish with the
equipment.
I like to educate my subjects so when they see me adjusting lights or changing light modifiers,
they gain a sense of confidence in that I know my equipment, I know what to expect from my
equipment and that my equipment works.
Never walk into a studio or location without testing all of your equipment the day before. It
would be devastating for a photographer to show up at a photographic therapy session and the
camera batteries were not fully charged. If the batteries died half way through the session, the
subject may take it personally, as though you don’t want to photograph her anymore. She may
even doubt herself, “I guess I wasn’t pretty enough for him.”
Back in the film days, I knew models who would count how many rolls of film were shot during
the shoot. Once I was asked, “You shot 10 rolls with her and only five with me? Was I that
ugly?”
My answer was simple, “No, you were so easy to photograph that it only took me five rolls to
capture what I wanted!”
When communication theory is studied in college, a typical syllabus will include the study of
Claude Shannon and Warren Weaver’s 1949 communication model, which is composed of five
elements — an information source, a transmitter, a channel, a receiver and a destination. In this
mix you also have a sixth element known as noise, or disruption.
Photographers are the information sources who transmit visual and audio communication to their
subjects and intended audience. A photographer’s voice is the transmitter outlet, and like all
transmitters, if that outlet fails, the message will not be heard as it was intended, and the results
usually have a negative impact on the subject.
The channel is the photography session and if that session experiences noise, or distractions,
such as the phone ringing, clock-watching because the model or photographer has other
commitments, etc., the message will suffer its effect.
The subject is the receiver. If the receiver does not accept the channel, say she doesn’t like the
location of the photo session or the props, then the receiver will experience interference and the
entire photo session will be a failure.
The destination is the final photographs, not pictures. Anyone can take “happy snaps,” but few
can create photographs.
It all starts with communication. This starts from the first time the phone is picked up, or the first
email, and grows with the first meetings, to the shooting sessions and follow-up critiques of the
final images themselves. I’ve often said, the greatest photographers in the world are those who
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have the 3C’s: comprehension of their
equipment, creativity and understand
communication with their subjects and
their intended audiences.
We are all human. We are easily
offended by the wrong tones or
inflections of another person’s voice,
even with words the message sender feels
are harmless. Just one wrong word can
create so much noise, the subject which
is the receiver, shuts down. The right
words weave clear channels of reception.
Choose the right words, be proactive and
not inactive.
When I first meet with a photographic
therapy client, I bring up the topic of “we
are all human, no one is perfect” while
we’re both usually sitting down. This
places us both at the same eye-contact
level, usually sitting across a restaurant
table, or if my subject first chooses to
come to my home, we’re facing each
other across a living room or kitchen
table. I never sit next to my subject
during this first encounter. I always avoid
standing if she’s sitting. Photographers
should never give the appearance they’re I captured this photo of Devin at one of our Maui
looking down at their subjects in
photography workshops with a Canon EOS 5D Mark
conversation.
II and a Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L USM lens at 1/160th
sec; f/3.2; ISO 125; White Balance 6000K.
I do my best to meet any woman I
photograph a week or two before any
photography session takes place. This is a must to establish the rapport needed to create harmony
between the subject and the photographer before the scheduled shoot.
Photographic therapy is like a beautiful song sung by two people. If those two singers have no
harmony, the song is off pitch. Harmony also applies to the photographic process. The ultimate
goal in a photograph should be the harmony between the corners of the eyes and the corners of
the lips of your subject — think Mona Lisa.
I’ll further explain to my subject in this first meeting that photographic therapy is not just one
session. It benefits the photographer and the subject, to understand that photographic therapy is a
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total outpouring of one’s inner
feelings, as well as carefully
establishing a platonic relationship,
while the photographer learns to see
his subject in the best light. You
must learn about each other, as well
as from each other. It’s a
professional relationship interlaced
with a marriage of emotions.
I’ll explain to my subject the
“studying of the subject philosophy.”
I reinforce this with my subject
throughout the follow-up photo
sessions. Both the subject and the
photographer have to ensure that
nothing else is perceived or acted
upon in the heat of the moment. I’ll
give you an example, during one of
my photographic therapy sessions, I
was home alone with one of my
subjects, a state beauty-pageant
runner-up and Miss Photogenic
winner. For her privacy, we’ll just
call her Marlene.
She Got Dumped for the
Bridesmaid, Her Best Friend
Marlene was a natural, a strawberry
blond. This was her second shoot
with me, and we already had a fair
amount of rapport, establishing that
trust and understanding for one
another over time — we were in
perfect harmony.

I captured this photo of Candice at one of our U.S. Virgin
Islands photography workshops with a Canon EOS 5D
Mark II and a Canon EF 135mm f/2L USM lens at
1/2500th sec; f/2.0; ISO 400; White Balance 6000K.

Since Marlene and I were co-workers, she had no problem drinking in front of me after work.
When she came over to the house, she was ready for a drink with a friend. This was a planned,
second shoot, and when she walked in, her facial expression showed she was obviously upset
about something.
I said “hello” and her first words, in a slightly stern tone were, “Hi, where are the margaritas? I
need one, a strong one.” She also appeared to be mumbling about something that was bothering
her — I didn’t catch the words, nor did I want to pry them out, but it sounded like she was mad
at men.
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An observation I’ve made during photographic therapy sessions is that women, at some point in
their lives, will either hate a specific man or declare they hate men in general. Usually, most men
will experience both of these emotional scenarios more than once in their lives, from a woman.
Marlene hated men during this point in her life when she made the decision to allow me to
photograph her. She was a young military officer who, after returning back home from officer
candidacy training, found that her then husband had left her bags outside their apartment and told
her basically to move on. He had discovered her best friend and wanted a divorce. After such
conduct he rightfully deserved one.
These discoveries first surfaced during our rapport phase and I learned more during our first
shoot. During this first shoot, she spoke a lot about her life, while I listened — listening is
crucial. She conducted herself conservatively and cautiously, was very ladylike. During one
outfit change she even wore briefs under her boy shorts. I thought it was actually funny at that
moment, bottoms over bottoms, but I respected her decision, as a subject must feel comfortable,
because inner feelings project outward through the face.
Even though Marlene had brought plenty of clothes, she brought lingerie for the first shooting
session. She was hesitant at first to wear any of it, though most of it was conservative like
bloomer-type boy shorts. The most daring thing she did was go braless while wearing a man’s
shirt. Very little lingerie was worn, and I never pushed the issue for her to wear any of it. Women
must make that decision themselves.
It’s important to realize that just because your subject brings sexy clothes doesn’t mean she’ll
want to wear them in front of you during the first shoot. It’s like being on a date the first time.
All women have their standards for first dates. Some dress more conservatively than others.
I’ve even photographed women who bring lingerie they won’t even wear for their husbands,
though they may wear it underneath their clothes when they go to work so they can “feel sexier.”
Perhaps it’s true that you feel like the clothes you wear. And in Marlene’s case, she brought
lingerie she bought after her divorce to make herself feel sexy again.
Marlene’s main concern was that she didn’t “feel beautiful enough for the camera” or “like a
woman anymore.” Her then husband had cheated on her, and for some reason she felt that he had
stolen her beauty and her woman-hood. Marlene rarely spoke about these feelings outside our
photo sessions.
When dealing with such subjects, photographers must understand that women who have been
cheated on feel betrayed and lose confidence in their beauty, so it’s up to the photographer,
practicing photographic therapy, to help them rediscover their beauty, inside and out. Some
women lose more confidence than others, but inevitably most women have their self-esteem
reduced to some level and search out ways to bring it back up to their original baseline.
Hopefully, after reading this book, more women will find the right photographer to help them
experience the uplifting potential of photography.
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Marlene was no different. She needed
to rediscover her beauty and feel the
confidence. I knew it would take
more than just one shoot, so I used
the first shoot as another rapport- and
confidence-building step. I let her
talk to me, tell me about her life and
feelings. I was careful in the choice
of words I used to reassure her that
she was beautiful.
After the first shoot, we discussed the
photos. I explained to her what I
liked and didn’t like from this first
photo session and sought her
feedback too. During the review of
photographs with your subject, it’s
important to choose the correct
words. If your subject says, “I look
fat in this image,” the worst thing a
photographer can do is say, “Yes, but
look at this image, it’s better.”

I used the “nose grease technique” to capture this photo
with the Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus
M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at
1/100th sec.; 50mm (in 35mm: 100mm) at f/5.0; ISO:
1250; White Balance: 6000K.

By then, it doesn’t matter which
image you choose. You’ve reaffirmed
to your subject that she’s fat. A better
response is to say, “You don’t look
fat. The camera lens naturally adds
weight to a subject. I failed as a
photographer to work around that,
but this image here is much better.”
The same goes with “wrinkles,”
which I like to tell my subjects are

“just the results of the good life.”
I also tell my subjects that the first shoot is the icebreaker, a test, and that we’ll laugh at those
images later. No matter how much she likes them, once we see the results of the second and
follow-up shoots, the first photos become history. In reality, the more photography sessions you
do, the better the results are each time — it’s an exponential effect.
Even with photographers working on model portfolios, the more you work with a model, the
better the images become each time the model is placed in front of the camera. Photographic
therapy is no different. The photographer’s subject is the model and is treated just like a model,
with great care and respect, while the photographer discovers a look she can achieve with
encouragement and the aura of the camera, lights, makeup and clothes.
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When you use a medium telephoto lens to give a wide-angle lens perception, your background
magnifies and compresses as in this photo captured with a Canon EOS 5D Mark II and a Canon
EF 135mm f/2L USM lens at 1/4000th sec; f/2.0; ISO 400; White Balance 6000K.
Marlene knew I liked to go dancing, so she asked to come along one occasion with a mutual
female friend of ours. That night while out dancing, the lead singer of the band on stage, who
was the brother of a famous country singer, kept making eye contact with Marlene. She didn’t
really understand but enjoyed this attention. The singer came off stage after his act and politely
introduced himself to us then made small talk with Marlene. She thought it was funny, as he also
wore a ring on his wedding finger, so she just played along then said goodbye as the night ended.
You could almost sense that Marlene was flirting with the feeling of what it’s like if she had the
power as the “other woman.” It was evident she was starting to rebuild her confidence. This
confidence building led to a second and last shoot. By that time Marlene was posing in the living
room, and a couple of margaritas later, she was lying on the brown leather couch wearing a seethrough, black teddy.
I was using my Nikkor 105mm lens, so I had that comfortable distance away from her, about 15
feet. I was just at a slightly higher angle as I stood on the second rung of the ladder, which I
sometimes use to gain a “overhead” perspective.
We were humming along, shooting, taking our time, not much being said — then suddenly we
“clicked,” it was a marriage of the minds. Photographers often ask me, “How do you know when
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you’ve got the shot?” The answer is simple. It’s like driving down the road and not hearing the
music or like the feeling you get with a smooth graceful dance. You can feel the photographic
passion.
Photographers, like most artists, talk about passion in their craft. If it’s all about the money,
there’s a great possibility you’re a photographer for the wrong reason. It’s the creative passion
that drives top artists to produce amazing results. With Marlene, the photographic passion was
there and we both knew it and felt it. That is the beauty of photographic therapy with a
photographer passionate about his craft. It leads to a feeling of true creative passion. Don’t
confuse this passion with sexual passion. Photographic therapy is without sex — you never touch
one another in photographic therapy. You experience the passion in another form.
It is as if a thin wall of bulletproof glass exists between the subject and the photographer. No
matter what you throw at that wall, you can’t break it down, you can only see what is on each
side of it.
Finally, the session ended. I told Marlene that I had captured what I needed on film. We
connected without physically connecting. She told me she had felt it too and that the whole
experience was beneficial to her.
“Thanks, I needed that,” she said.
Our photographic therapy sessions basically ended there. She no longer needed to do more
shoots. I know I was successful, as not long after that last session, Marlene met the love of her
life and they are happily married with children. In fact, she proudly introduced me to her new
love — a pilot — not long after our photographic therapy sessions ended.
He politely told me he loved the images and the “book” that I had created with Marlene’s
images. In front of her, he even asked me if I could “shoot more” images of her, as he always
takes the book of her images with him when he travels away from home alone.
Connecting Mentally with Your Subject
There have been many times where I’ve mentally connected with my subjects. In fact, it’s that
connection that makes photographic therapy possible and successful. Anyone can shoot pictures,
but very few photographers can take photographs. Keep in mind, during a photographic therapy
session, you’ll take pictures before you capture photographs, thus the connection may be short
lived. It may come back, and it might not. It’s dependent on the approach of the shoot and the
flow with your subject.
It’s a collaboration between the subject and the photographer. Their souls must bind together
during the shooting process. This “marriage of the minds” may only happen during one small
part of the shoot, as some of the time is spent “burning film” to get to that “mental connection”
between the two individuals involved.
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Sometimes only a simple room light can add mood to your final photo. This photo captured with
a Canon EOS 5D with a Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L USM lens at 1/160th sec; f/1.2; ISO 800; White
Balance 3800K.
Photographic therapy can be successfully conducted either by male photographers or female
photographers with female subjects. Through my experience I feel its outcome is more powerful
between members of the opposite sex because of the challenges we naturally tend to throw
between males and females. It’s overcoming these unique challenges that helps bring out the
character in the final image and makes for strong photographs, versus cliché pictures.
Many men and women have had their picture taken, but very few have had photographs taken.
The main difference is a photograph is not a seasonal snapshot or selfie. It’s a result of a wellplanned series of events, communication, understanding, pre-visualization and most important, a
divulgence of passionate feelings.
The charisma of the photograph is generated through two people, not just the subject. It is
physically displayed through the body of the subject, but the visual mood should project the
emotions, feelings, and passions of the inner and outer souls of both people. The final image is a
result of a chain of events that happen over time, not a hastily slapped together product made to
satisfy marketing and economies of scale.
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Build Rapport with Your Subject
The first event needed to build a photograph and employ photographic therapy is building
rapport between the two individuals involved. Rapport will last way beyond the final shooting
session. I often continue to maintain rapport with many of my photographic therapy subjects and
clients and most turn into friendships.
This event should start with the first
meeting together. As mentioned earlier,
this is a preferred requirement of mine.
Plenty of time should be allocated for this
event. It should never be made with a
“we only have 30 minutes” time-frame.
There should be ample time to spend a
few hours together talking, maybe with
lunch. I never recommend dinner at first,
because dinner can be too formal and can
also imply a date. A photographer is
never on a “date” with his subjects, only
on a fact-finding, feeling-gathering,
friendship-building outing. It’s a two-way
street, so the photographer has to be just
as open and honest with his subjects, so
each may better understand the other.

I captured this photo of Jenni during the sunset
golden hour on my second trip to the Moab canyon
lands. Captured with a Canon EOS 5D with a Canon
EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS USM lens at 1/160th sec;
f/3.5; ISO 100; White Balance 6000K.

The photographic therapy process
benefits if several outings take place,
versus the must mutually agree on a
platonic relationship to make
photographic therapy succeed. In
conventional modeling photography, this
is not always discussed, but should be
practiced. That’s not to say in traditional
modeling photography that a model can’t
date or marry a photographer. It’s no
different than two lawyers or doctors and
nurses becoming involved. Relationships
evolve in related professions, though this
is not something that should happen with
photographic therapy.

Building rapport with your subject takes time. It’s akin to building rapport with an animal. They
both have to learn to trust you and gain confidence in you. Animals can also sense fear. A subject
should never fear her photographer and a photographer should never fear his subject.
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Photographers should remember that rapport doesn’t start when you first pick up the camera. It
starts the first time you communicate, whether it’s by email, telephone, or in person, and it never
stops with your subject. Rapport is like personal credit, it takes a long time to build, but only
takes one incident to destroy. Always be upfront and honest with your subject, specifically with
those in need of photographic therapy. Never read into what is said or done as a personal
motivation to turn a platonic encounter into more. A subject should never expect less than
professionalism from her photographer.
Photographic therapy is a mental art, as well as the art of shooting portfolio-style photographs,
which includes the art of building and nurturing an understanding of one another, so the subject
can benefit at the end. The photographer should come away with a feeling of accomplishing what
the subject intended.
The photographer has to find out what’s eating away at his subject’s self-esteem and emotions.
Some subjects just don’t come out and tell you what is actually bothering them. It’s how the
photographer asks open-ended questions, listens closely, and reassures the individual that
photography can make the difference. It’s all about communication and being thrown into a onesided mediation.
The Story of a Sexually Harassed Soldier
While still in the military and stationed down in Panama, I became friends with a young girl
we’ll call Kathy, who had some problems with the military. She was drop-dead gorgeous, and
very devoted to her fiancé, who was living in Florida at the time. It was this fiancé, in her mind,
who made her remain celibate — so much so, that the other military men in her unit disliked her
because she was not willing to go out. And if she did, she would only go out with groups of
people. She’d never go home with any man, only together as groups of people. Kathy did not
have many friends in the military.
She was labeled and looked at as a prude. Few understood her, and most never asked her why.
They were too concerned with why she said no to them. “Why did she reject me? What was
wrong with me?” No one ever really took the time to ask her about her, about her life, her moral
values, or even her family back home. It was always about them.
She was not popular or well liked because although she was probably the most beautiful woman
in Panama at that time, she would have nothing to do with men. She was blond with blue eyes
and proportionately shaped. She had won no beauty contests, but if she had entered one she’d be
a sure winner. She was always careful not to wear any revealing clothes. In fact, if she wanted to
go grab a tan, she would go to the private pool on base, since most men went to the public
beaches found throughout the Panama Canal.
She avoided letting people she knew see her in a bikini. She never wanted to leave the wrong
impression and she knew men often misunderstood her even when she would just say a friendly
“hello.” Her engagement was valued like a marriage. She was truly devoted to only one man in
her life.
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This fourth of July photo captured with an Olympus EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED
40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/125th sec.; 150mm (in 35mm: 300mm) at f/4.5; ISO: 3200; White
Balance: 6000K.
Once while on assignment on the Atlantic side of the canal, she managed to fend off an attack by
some U.S. Army Ranger soldiers who tried to rape her. She was sent back to the Pacific side of
the canal, where she was stationed. She filed charges on the individuals, but nothing happened,
and through the whole ordeal she had to meet in private with her company commander, who later
tried to sexually assault her too.
She filed a formal complaint against her commander, who tried to convince her “it was O.K. to
have fun with the boys... and there’s nothing wrong with letting your sexual side loose.”
The command decided to do what was typical back then, before the public outcry and explosion
of sexual harassment cases in the Army. Basically, they sent her to undergo a psychiatric
evaluation, as they had done with all previous women with complaints. She passed this “psycheval” with flying colors, though a much higher commander decided it would be better to
discharge her from the Army because she was not “fit for duty.”
While this scenario was playing out, as she appealed this negative and misdiagnosed decision
with a feeling of being singled out, she was forced to file sexual harassment complaints against
her commander. I happened to be introduced to her by a U.S. Air Force sergeant friend and co35

worker while I was the personal
photographer for the 4-star general
and Commander-in-Chief of the
United States Southern Command,
the command that oversaw all of
the U.S. military branches in all of
South and Central America.
This once vivacious, extremely
intelligent and confident woman
was reduced to a shell of her
former self. Faced with the
humiliation of the rape itself, she
felt isolated and alone, ostracized
by her peers. She felt she was
simply a number, easily discarded
by the military system. The result:
A huge loss of self-esteem, sense
of self-worth, and a need to
validate her rightful place in
society.
During this dilemma, Kathy
managed to get out and go dancing
with that friend of mine she trusted.
One of my favorite pastimes is
country dancing. Since I do all the
fancy twirls and lots of spins, I had
met many women in my single life. Captured with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus
Kathy loved country dancing along M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/1250th
with my co-worker. Back then,
sec.; 85mm (in 35mm: 170mm) at f/2.8; ISO: 200; White
when we were stationed in
Balance: 6000K.
Panama, we had a club where the
third floor had country dancing. We met there on the weekends.
I didn’t know Kathy had any problems as she never gave me the impression that any existed.
However, she let me know right away the reason she wore that “rock” on her wedding finger. I
respected that and advised her that I just loved to dance. My co-worker who introduced us, I
would always see him and her together. He would tell me that she was very engaged, but he was
trying, with no luck, not even a kiss goodbye when he would drop her off at the barracks. He
finally reached a point where he decided it was time to quit going out with her as he wanted
more, and she wouldn’t venture there.
Finally, one day Kathy called me to let me know she wasn’t going out with my friend anymore.
She explained why she’d been going out with my friend: Since he was in the Air Force and
didn’t live on the Army base, he was her shield. Most men won’t ask a woman to dance if they
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see her already with another man. She enjoyed being seen with him, so the Army guys who knew
her would think they were an item and leave her alone. Kathy basically had called to let me
know that our mutual friend had given up on her, as he wanted more, but she only wanted a
platonic relationship, a shield from the other men.
She told me that since I was working at a different military base, Quarry Heights, and that she
was at Ft. Clayton — plus the fact she hadn’t seen me with a girlfriend, perhaps I would go out
with her, just as friends, of course. She wanted to feel safe and because she loved to dance and so
did I — stressing again that she was very engaged — I agreed. After all, being seen with a
gorgeous, young blond was great for my ego too, especially since she wanted us to look like an
item.
It certainly didn’t hurt my reputation and being single I often thought what other women
wondered, “What does she see in him?” Kathy knew this wouldn’t last forever, but she just
wanted that safety while she “was doing her time” in the military. She just wanted to earn her
honorable discharge then go home.
So, from that point on, we began going out and became close friends, but never crossed that
platonic line. During this time, she told me what was going on with her, her commander, and the
Army, how she was fighting to stay in the Army as she wanted and felt she deserved her
honorable discharge. She told me how the women in the military unit disliked her because she
would not party with them. She said they were jealous of her being a young blond with a shapely
figure, while most of the other female soldiers were not. And the men hated her because she was
not interested in their overtures and would not date any soldier from her unit.
On top of that, she felt betrayed by her commander and senior sergeants who backed her
commander — all individuals she had looked up to when she first came to the unit. Her back was
up against the wall, so later for her own piece of mind, she went on vacation, or leave, as it’s
known in the Army, to go home and see her fiancé. She was so devoted to him and indirectly he
was the one who caused all the animosity because she refrained from being “social” out of
respect for him.
Because she kept close ties with him via the telephone and mail, he already knew about me and
because of their “trust” it was never an issue. Trust was the thrust of their long-distance
relationship. Trust is what made her strong, gave her confidence, made her wholesome, and kept
her from “being one of the girls.”
Well, she finally came back from vacation, totally destroyed with emotion. Apparently, her
fiancé who we’ll call Scott, had cheated on her with a very well-known girl, who later became a
playmate for Playboy.
Kathy was devastated. She had been in the Army for almost two years, spent at least a year in
Panama and had only been intimate with her fiancé and prior to that, only one other man in her
life. Not to mention, the Army was trying to boot her out because she had filed sexual
harassment charges against her commanding officer. Kathy was just a junior enlisted soldier. She
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I created this photo with two Chimera medium strip lights fitted with 40-degree fabric grids and
a Canon EOS 5D Mark II with a Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L USM lens at 1/200th sec; f/3.5; ISO
100; White Balance 6000K.
was so disturbed by this that she even sought the console of her first sergeant, who later tried to
feel her breasts. She had no one to turn to and she finally came to me with all her problems,
feeling overwhelming betrayal.
I decided to take all the time off I could and would do my best to schedule it around Kathy’s
scheduled time off. I was trying to take her mind off things while she was waiting to see what
was going to happen to her. By now, not even the male psychiatrist whom she had trusted with
her feelings, wanted to see her anymore because he was afraid that she might file complaints
against him too.
This was nonsense and I knew it. I had grown to know Kathy fairly well and considered her a
very genuine individual. She was honest, had been honest to her fiancé and did everything the
Army asked her to do. She was a victim of the system. She had no real women friends, they all
were jealous of her good looks and did their best to stay away from her. She was an outsider not
to be talked to or accepted — I was her only friend available to listen, her only friend in a sea of
fatigues.
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During this time period we bonded immensely — I became her best friend, next to God and
family. We eventually found ways to take her mind off things. We’d go to the local pool or find
a private beach, lay out in the sun, read books, but most of all, talk. She’d talk about how she had
been betrayed, why men are the way men are. I never knew how to take it, as she would say I
was the one rare exception.
We joked around, as she was barely 21 and she was already talking about how no one would
ever marry her. She would say, “Men want me for all the wrong reasons and the girls hate me
because I will not go out and party with them.” She’d ask me why they came across that way
when she did everything in the world to come across so respectful.
I could never really answer her questions to her satisfaction. In fact, I wouldn’t even try at times.
I’d just let her do most of the talking. Then I would change the subject to me and my life and
what I had gone through. I wanted to let her know it was O.K. to be a human and experience life
— that there was more to life than Scott and she would find it in time. I often used the analogy
that finding the right person is like going to a Baskin-Robbins ice cream parlor. You have to try a
few of the 31 flavors before settling for the one that best suits your tastes.
Kathy didn’t often care for my analogy, so I would then turn to my photography and explain to
her what I felt it did for women. I even told her I was working and writing a book about it and
she’d be in it. Back then I never knew it was called photographic therapy, but I knew
photography made women feel good about themselves. I told Kathy that she needed to get in
front of my camera. She would always refuse as she didn’t feel she was photogenic enough. I
always hear that phrase with women — “I don’t have what it takes, I’m not photogenic enough.”
This statement irritates me at times, but I’m experienced enough to know that it will come out at
some point. So, I always reply how important the role of the photographer is, how there is a
difference between taking pictures versus photographs, and once a person experiences being
photographed, she will come back for more.
Women often stand in front of the mirror while changing clothes to see what will look best, often
making the mirror their friend or their enemy. Kathy was no different. As she stood there, I told
her that photography captures that look from the mirror, the same look that finally allows her to
decide what to wear. In fact, our lenses are the mirrors to our subjects.
Well, I guess Kathy finally took my advice because one day she said she’d be willing to give it a
try. I’m sure if that psychiatrist knew I was doing this, he’d say I was crazy — but I agreed to do
this, I trusted Kathy, she was my best friend now and I understood her need to feel whole again. I
was not worried about having sexual harassment complaints filed against me. And Kathy knew
that if anyone from her military unit knew she was posing for my camera for “sexy glamour
photography” that her pending charges would be thrown out and she would be toast.
It was perfect timing as a female co-worker agreed to let me watch her apartment while she was
away on temporary travel. So, I had an ideal indoor location, downtown Panama, deep in the
heart of the city. The location was secluded and totally away from the Army base, totally private.
Plus, I had the use of that co-worker’s car to get there and back to the base.
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I like to call a studio any location I can find
that meets my needs, indoors or outdoors.
Kathy and I went to a private beach
location first, out by the entrance of the
Panama Canal. It was private in that in
order to enter, you had to pay, and most
Panamanians could not afford it back then.
We decided to do our normal beach routine,
with one exception, that I’d take my camera
and some film along with me. She would
bring a variety of clothes and swimwear.
We did our best to walk around the beach
and climb some rocks to get as far away as
possible so others at this private beach,
known as Kobbe Beach, could not see us. It
was located not far from the end of the
runway for Howard Air Force Base, so at
times we could see the ships coming toward
the Panama Canal and the planes flying
overhead. We went to an area filled with
black volcanic-looking rocks, where I had
taken photos before with another subject.
We had a little fun getting there without
getting cut or losing our footing. Once we
were there, we relaxed for a few minutes,
drank some water, then began doing some
Here again, photo illuminated with just a
household bulb. Canon EOS 5D with a Canon EF shooting. It was fun but challenging with
85mm f/1.2L USM lens at 1/100th sec; f/1.2; ISO the sun so bright, but we managed to pull
off some great shots. Kathy did her best to
800; White Balance 3400K.
keep them as conservative as possible, but
toward the end of the day, she let loose and got into the water in a pair of briefs. She did this,
although she said she didn’t completely understand why and felt a little uncomfortable.
I explained to her that most panties, at least back then, covered more than most bikinis did. At
the same time, I wanted her to feel comfortable in her own nakedness — even though she was
still fully clothed as she also wore a blue, men’s shirt as her top. And the panties she had brought
were full, not French-cut or revealing, and they were close to nude in color.
We made it back to the car and drove to the apartment I was watching. Along the way, she talked
about how much fun it was, but also expressed where she felt uncomfortable with herself and
body. I told her that photographic therapy is a building process and that over time, she would get
to see her beauty and eventually be able to better understand how she really looked. I further
explained she needed to really see herself on paper.
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My goal was to make her look
like a model, as she often
talked about Scott’s former
girlfriend, the Playboy
Playmate and model. I told her
she could look just as good or
better than this girl from
Florida. Everyone is a model in
her own way and Kathy
certainly had the looks to be a
model.
We arrived at the apartment
and we talked even more about
Scott’s former fling. Before the
day was up, Kathy was talking
about how she too could be in
Playboy. I told her she should
at least experience it, make an
attempt, submit some images
— after her enlistment contract
with the Army would expire.
At first, Kathy asked who
would submit the images even
if they were taken — I told her
I would. She knew the story
about how I discovered a
Penthouse Pet, and back then
there weren’t any Maxim-type
magazines like the tons of them I used the “nose grease technique” to capture this image with
an Olympus EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40out there today. We discussed
it more as we took some photos 150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/50th sec.; 50mm (in 35mm:
100mm) at f/3.5; ISO: 6400; White Balance: 6000K.
at the apartment that evening.
Then, while Kathy sat on the
bed and I took photos, suddenly she removed her top, without any warning.
She wanted to be photographed topless. Perhaps it was because Scott’s new girlfriend was nude
in Playboy, something she’d later admit. Kathy wanted to prove to herself that she was just as
beautiful in front of the camera. She looked confident in what she had just done, but at the same
time, she told me she was worried that her breasts were not natural looking, not appealing, not
what men would like because she was a D-cup. I reassured her otherwise not to mention her
breasts were natural, not augmented.
I figured if Kathy were bold enough to remove her top for only the third man in her life, that I
would seize the opportunity to show her the natural beauty she was capable of portraying with
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her body. We took our time and shot for
a couple of hours, until finally toward
the end, she decided she wanted to “feel
totally nude” in front of the camera,
without showing any genital areas, so I
agreed to shoot one roll of her in a more
“implied nude” style then we called it a
day.
Kathy, being the modest person that she
is, quickly put her clothes back on and
we decided to go out for dinner before I
brought her back to her military
barracks. I think this dinner, a rapportbuilding block, was something she
needed. It was almost like she needed
reassurance that I would not become a
“one-night stand” since I finally had
seen her body totally nude.
We discussed over dinner her
experience with “nudity in front of the
camera.” She stated that she thought it
was funny but interesting and that she
only did it because she felt comfortable
with me and trusted me. She went on to
tell me that it was even strange because
she was at a point in her life where she
didn’t trust any men. In fact, she hated
Photo captured during the Golden Hour with a Canon all men at that point and she joked, “All
but you, my brother and my father.”
EOS 5D with a Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS USM
She said she just wanted to experience
lens at 1/500th sec; f/5.6; ISO 100; White Balance
what I had been telling her about how
6000K.
the other women felt in front of the
camera — she had nothing left in her life but her Mom and Dad, who were divorced, plus her
brother.
I did my best to understand her emotions, never joking about them or playing her down. I didn’t
play up what had just happened. I assured her that after I shoot any type of nudity, I purge my
mind of any mental image I may have of that individual, in fairness to the subject. I told her she
had no worry, that no one would see those images, except the people she elected to show them
to, as those images were of her private life.
She stated that she obviously trusted me. She had sexual harassment charges pending against
several soldiers including her commander along with attempted rape accusations against an
Army Ranger, plus a psychiatrist who refused to see her again for fear he’d be accused of sexual
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harassment too. She felt she
was really taking a high risk in
her life because those images
could “kill” her complaints if
found by the Army, or even if
the Army knew that she had
taken her clothes off for the
camera. She was right, but I
told her not to worry.
She also understood that I
must really see something in
her to take the chance with her
in such a compromising
situation, since I too was in the
Army and could be severely
punished for my actions if
they were misunderstood,
especially since I was the
Commander-in-Chief’s
personal photographer. How
would it look for the 4-star
general’s photographer to be
out photographing a naked
woman, with sexual
harassment complaints
pending, during a time when
the Latin American drug war
was our mission?
Image captured with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an
Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at
1/80th sec.; 40mm (in 35mm: 80mm) at f/3.5; ISO: 2500; White
Balance: 4200K.

Shortly thereafter, we did
another photo session and shot
more images on at least three
or four other occasions before
she finally was given a
General Discharge (not Honorable or Dishonorable) from the Army and headed back to Florida.
I printed her plenty of images, both nude and non-nude, which she cautiously took back hoping
to clear the U.S. Customs without them being noticed.
On the night before the day of her departure, we did our normal dancing — we wanted to have
that last moment, which eventually ended with a good-bye kiss on the cheek — the only kiss we
shared with each other. We also made a pact that if she were to reach 30 without being married,
I’d come ask her for her hand. It was a buddy pact to assure her there would always be someone
there for her. As Kathy departed, she made a statement I’ll never forget, “Rolando, you made me
feel like a woman again. Thank you.” She followed it with a great big bear hug.
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The moral of this story is that time between people equals friendship leading to a trusting
relationship that doesn’t have to include sex. Helping a friend heal from her wounds
is what friends are for and when this is done with passion and true intentions, it’s truly felt deep
inside. Photography is powerful. It is a tool that can work harmoniously with emotion,
friendship, companionship and even lead to helping someone rebuild her self-esteem. It’s all
about understanding an individual and bringing that individual out on paper where even she can
see and hold her inner beauty.
How do women experience depression?
Depression is more common among women than among men. Biological, life cycle, hormonal
and psychosocial factors unique to women may be linked to women’s higher depression rates.
Researchers have shown that hormones directly affect brain chemistry that controls emotions and
mood. For example, women are particularly vulnerable to depression after giving birth, when
hormonal and physical changes, along with the new responsibility of caring for a newborn, can
be overwhelming. Many new mothers experience a brief episode of the “baby blues,” but some
will develop postpartum depression, a much more serious condition that requires active treatment

Image captured with an Olympus EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 12-40mm f/2.8
PRO lens at 1/1000th sec.; 18mm (in 35mm: 36mm) at f/2.8; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.
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When flash is used in dark environments, the duration of the flash becomes the shutter speed for
your subject and it will allow you to “drag” your shutter with slower speeds. This photo was
hand-held while standing Photo was captured in an infinity pool at the end of sunset with a
Canon EOS 5D Mark II with a Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L USM lens at 1/10th sec; f/1.2; ISO 100;
White Balance 6000K.
and emotional support for the new mother. Some studies suggest that women who experience
postpartum depression often have had prior depressive episodes.
Some women may also be susceptible to a severe form of pre-menstrual syndrome (PMS),
sometimes called premenstrual dysphoric disorder (PMDD), a condition resulting from
the hormonal changes that typically occur around ovulation and before menstruation begins.
During the transition into menopause, some women experience an increased risk for depression.
Scientists are exploring how the cyclical rise and fall of estrogen and other hormones may affect
the brain chemistry that is associated with depressive illness. 1
Finally, many women face the additional stresses of work and home responsibilities, caring for
children and aging parents, abuse, poverty, and relationship strains. It remains unclear why some
women faced with enormous challenges develop depression, while others with similar challenges
do not.
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How do men experience depression?
Men often experience depression differently than women and may have different ways of coping
with the symptoms. Men are more likely to acknowledge having fatigue, irritability, loss of
interest in once–pleasurable activities, and sleep disturbances, whereas women are more likely to
admit to feelings of sadness, worthlessness and/or excessive guilt. 2, 3
Men are more likely than women to turn to alcohol or drugs when they are depressed, or become
frustrated, discouraged, irritable, angry and sometimes abusive. Some men throw themselves into
their work to avoid talking about their depression with family or friends, or engage in reckless,
risky behavior. And even though more women attempt suicide, many more men die by suicide in
the United States. 4
Photographic Therapy Is not an Experiment
Photographic therapy, though capable of being explosive in both directions, is not an experiment
nor is it a validated science, but every woman has her own hypothesis on how life should or can
be. People tend to live the life that’s been dictated to them by their own societal influences. If a
photographer can identify these influences, downplay them or bring those influences out in the
subject’s images as needed, the subject may achieve closure and experience the fact that she can
be beautiful and admired in a respectful manner.
A good photographer will figure out what those influences are, and which ones may still exist in
the subject’s mind. These influences can attack an individual’s mind and self-esteem, sometimes
even without her knowledge.
Survivors of this attack are those who realize it exists and turn to therapy — psychological,
medical, photographic or a combination of them all. Photographers must also remember that
we’re not there to replace highly qualified medical professionals as we only serve as a positive
reinforcement layer. Regardless, seeing oneself on the LCD screen of a digital camera and later
on paper can have a positive outcome if done with great care.
Source: National Institute of Mental Health - http://www.nimh.nih.gov
1. Rubinow DR, Schmidt PJ, Roca CA. Estrogen-serotonin interactions: implications for
effective regulation. Biological Psychiatry, 1998; 44(9): 839-850.
2. Pollack W. Mourning, melancholia and masculinity: recognizing and treating depression in
men. In: Pollack W, Le- vant R, eds. New Psychotherapy for Men. New York: Wiley, 1998; 147166.
3. Cochran SV, Rabinowitz FE. Men and Depression: clinical and empirical perspectives. San
Diego: Academic Press, 2000.
4. Kochanek KD, Murphy SL, Anderson RN, Scott C. Deaths: final data for 2002. National Vital
Statistics Reports; 53(5). Hyattsville, MD: National Center for Health Statistics, 2004.
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Chapter Three — Find That Smile and Capture It

The Mona Lisa is a great example
of a perfect smile.
Photographers shouldn’t
preoccupy themselves with a
model’s clothes, or what part of
her body is showing or not
showing, until a photographer has
learned to capture the perfect
smile. Just by reading this book, a
potential subject has taken the
first step if she’s interested in
photographic therapy that can
bring out that smile for the
camera.
Finding That Smile

The perfect smile happens when the corners of the eyes are
in harmony with the corners of the lips. Photo captured with
a Canon EOS 5D Mark II and a Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L
USM lens at 1/200th sec; f/8.0; ISO 125; White Balance
6000K.

A photographic therapy smile
separates pictures from
photographs. The smile is the
visual signature of the image —
revealing all emotions and
establishing the mood of the
image. In typical down-the-street
photography studios, the teeth in
the subject’s smile are the
primary element sought after by
photographers. Although
extremely important when
photographing high school
seniors, bridal portraits or
families, in a photographic
therapy smile, teeth are not
necessarily required to make a
successful photograph.

In photographic therapy, a smile
takes a whole new form. It doesn’t come from the teeth, it comes from the corners of the eyes
and mouth being in direct harmony with each other. This harmony is just like the harmony
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created between the subject and the photographer, the smile being the visual symbol of this
result.
In this genre, when a smile starts with the eyes and connects through strong, imaginary lines to
the curves of the lips, it invokes reaction from the viewer. Much like imaginary S-curves,
imaginary diagonals or imaginary lines connecting the eyes and lips are what project the
subject’s beauty and self-esteem. Proof of this concept is found in the great painting “La
Gioconda,” by Leonardo da Vinci, or as it’s more commonly known, the “Mona Lisa.”
When da Vinci painted the “Mona Lisa” hundreds of years ago, he left something for the ages to
think about. The power of a photograph comes from the emotions it creates and the “movies in
the mind” it leaves. This should be a photographer’s goal when viewing the model through a
lens. The photographer should see and feel the right moment when he or she and the subject
click. When the subject displays a
harmonious relationship in the corners of
her eyes and lips — that is the
photographer’s cue.
It’s important to remember, the eyes
do not smile without the lips, and vice
versa.
The charismatic quality of a woman
comes out in photographs using this
technique, and photographers who are
able to achieve this harmony will succeed
in photographic therapy. Photographers
shouldn’t preoccupy themselves with a
model’s clothes, or what part of her body
is showing or not showing, until a
photographer has learned to create a
smile properly. A smile only happens for
a second and photographers must master
their shooting skills to release the shutter
at that point in time. Learning how to
create smiles, teeth or no teeth, takes
practice, but eventually a photographer
can master this without thinking.
Once a photographer is confident in his
ability to distinguish that smile, that
moment in time, then he is ready to move
on and work with clients or subjects who
approach him. Finding this smile is not
easy, as it’s not just a matter of looking. It’s a matter of how you ensure your subject will be able
to achieve that smile throughout the shooting session, so you can capture that moment in time.
My first book cover captured with an Olympus E-1
and an Olympus M.Zuiko 50mm f/2 Macro lens at
1/160th sec.; 50mm (in 35mm: 100mm) at f/5.6;
ISO: 100; White Balance: 6000K.
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You have to “look for light” like this sliver that illuminated Halie in a barn. Captured with an
Olympus EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/60th sec.;
90mm (in 35mm: 180mm) at f/4.0; ISO: 1600; White Balance: 6000K.

Your subject came to you because she’s in the need of a “lift” in her life and with her selfesteem, so don’t expect her to be smiling initially. This is another reason why establishing
rapport, along with effective communication, is important.
Communication isn’t just about asking the right questions as it’s also about how you ask those
questions, when you ask them, and where to ask them. As explained in this book, I always meet
my subject first, and this meeting is usually preceded by a phone conversation, during which I
make mental notes. Sometimes I’ll even scribble those notes on paper as a reminder if the first
meeting is too far away from the initial conversation.
I always schedule that meeting with plenty of time allotted and no distractions. We’ll usually
start out at a neutral place, such as lunch at a restaurant with an outdoor area or private booth
areas. We continue the conversation as we walk and talk or head back to my studio or home
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This photo of Sullivan is captured with ambeint light from the doors open in an airplane hangar.
Captured with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8
PRO lens at 1/125th sec.; 64mm (in 35mm: 128mm) at f/2.8; ISO: 1600; White Balance: 6000K.
office. I do my best to avoid her place first, even though it may become a studio for a future
photography session.
Let Them Choose the Style
The reason I prefer to go to my place is to show the subject the work I’ve already done, in an
informal setting, usually sitting at the kitchen table or living room table. I also bring out glamour
and fashion photography books filled with photographs of great master photographers like
Robert Farber or John Kelly. I set down a box of paper clips next to three or four glamour
photography books, ask the subject to pick out images that suit her taste, images of ideas and
poses that we may be able to use as a starting point for our upcoming photo session.
I usually give the subject a few minutes to do this, while I excuse myself to pour a glass of water
or do something that gives the subject some time to herself. After I’ve seen some progress out of
the corner of my eye, I sit back down, grabbing the first paper-clipped book, and begin to study
the images chosen.
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Image captured with natural, window-filtered light and an Olympus EM-1 Mark II with an
Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 12-40mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/60th sec.; 30mm (in 35mm: 60mm)
at f/4.5; ISO: 2000; White Balance: 6000K.
By studying these images, I can learn a lot, such as the subject’s limitations concerning sexiness,
clothing, or if she chooses to pose nude. I’m not in the habit of promoting nudity, but nudity has
played an important role in some photographic therapy subjects. With movies such as the Titanic
showing the “acceptance” of nude studies, most women today have no problems posing for
tasteful nudes. Some women who say they would never do such a thing will give it a try if given
the opportunity, just to experience what it’s like to pose nude.
If this genre of photography is brought up, I explain to the subject that nudes are natural, and
further explain that 20 years from now, she may wish she had a nude image of herself to reflect
upon or for her husband to cherish. I never push the issue as the final decision is always up to the
subject.
As I continue to study the images, I look at how the models’ photos in the chosen book are
posed, what they’re wearing and what “look” they convey. These images for some reason where
chosen by the subject. Sometimes those reasons are hidden, and you have to politely ask, “Why
do you like this one?” I always make mental notes of the answers, and I start to use these and
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other mental notes to help me summarize my subject’s character. Is she outgoing, free-spirited,
slightly conservative, does she project a slightly conservative demeanor but will wear more
provocative clothing?
No Subject Is Like Another
Some women would love to be like other women and it’s up to the photographer to identify this
magic person the subject would love to portray. I’ve had subjects wanting to feel young again,
but it’s not always youth they’re after as it’s the youthful style mixed with their own personality.
Some woman like the feeling of power and want to be portrayed in a powerful manner and this
can be captured even while projecting sex appeal. Others prefer softer overtones in their images.
I always talk to my subjects, learn their needs and desires, while being careful how I make my
statements. I don’t pry, I don’t prod, I converse, and do this over coffee, tea, water, or soda. I
don’t expect my subject to open up immediately at the first meeting. I give it time, but make sure
we both identify with the mutual purpose: to get a better understanding of each other so when the
first shoot comes, the subject will project her feelings naturally in her own photographs.
I often find my own feelings projected through the subject’s looks and facial expressions in the
photos we create. Often the mood in the image is mine, but this will not happen for every
photographer who practices photographic therapy. I think that I feel this way because of what
I’ve experienced in life and for the simple reason I have a heart when it comes to understanding a
woman not to mention more of my friends are women than men.
My philosophy on this, which is based on my own experiences, is that a man will screw another
man over faster than a woman will screw a man over, and vice versa, no matter how strong a
friendship exists between two members of the same sex. I stress that it’s this first and subsequent
meetings between the photographer and his subject that will generate those smiles in the finished
photographs.
Learning about each other, from each other, learning to meld together is what “becomes one” in
that photograph. The photographer may appear to be a knight in shining armor to a subject, but
of course he’s not. He’s an individual willing to give her deserved respect, as well as an ear that
will listen, a heart that will cry with hers, a brain that will not try to solve her problems, but one
that will work with her through her turmoil.
Don’t Solve Their Problems, Capture Their Needs
Men too often want to solve a woman’s problems, which comes from our need to be the lion of
our kingdom. This can cause a woman to be turned off rather quickly, even though women look
at men for strength. A photographer must remember he’s there as her photographer not her
husband. The old adage applies to men and photographers alike, “Take your time, enjoy it, and
it’ll always be there; tear it up and you’ll never see it again.”
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Photo of Elizabeth captured with an Olympus EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/125th sec.; 79mm (in 35mm: 158mm) at f/2.8; ISO: 1250; White
Balance: 6000K.

Obtaining smiles successfully develops over time but is not controlled by time or by how quickly
the photographer feels he or she can accomplish it. It’s like scotch. A good scotch is available,
fine scotch is only available to those who want to invest in it. Fine-scotch drinkers know the
longer it takes to age in the barrel, the smoother and the finer the scotch will be.
Obtaining that smile is no different. If a subject is willing to invest what little she can, both in
time and money, she’ll probably get some good photographs, but will miss out on the finest
photographs she could’ve accomplished. The sad part is with photographic therapy, once you
stop, you almost have to start from scratch to make it work again if you wait too long in between
photo sessions.
Continuity is important. But once photographic therapy is successful, it can be maintained over
the years, much like a regular health check-up. An annual photography session is great for the
soul. Women will invest their time and money if they know it will accomplish something
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Katy was photographed with the only ever camera that shot film and digital capture with its
DMR digital back attached. Photo captured with the Leica R9 and Digital Back DMR plus a
Leica 90mm Summicron-R F2 lens at 1/60th sec.; 90mm (in 35mm: 123mm) at f/3.4; ISO: 100;
White Balance: 6000K.

positive. That’s one reason photo studios have a demand for glamour and boudoir photos and
another reason “Glamour Shots” in the mall have all but closed their doors.
According to the New York Times, at “its mid-90s peak, Glamour Shots had more than 350
stores, with licensees in Venezuela, Japan, the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.”
The Wallstreet Journal estimated in 1996 that Glamour Shots employed over 6,000 people and
had over $100 million in sales that year. But times change and as of May 2019, only five
Glamour Shots studios remained.
Some may argue that their glamour style became to passé overtime, and others will argue that
professional “mom and pop” studios took up glamour and boudoir which at one time was
considered taboo. Though I’ll argue that when cellphones became smartphones with cameras and
photo and social media apps arrived with “filters” along with the Instagram craze and other
social media photo sharing channels, who needed Glamour Shots when you could create fun,
filtered, and often sexy selfies with immediate sharing with the world?
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While glamour photography boutiques
filled a void in their time, I’m a firm
believer you get what you pay for. If a
woman is willing to spend $50 for a
sitting fee at the mall, she will wind up
with a smile or two, showing teeth, but
she can secure real smiles and 10 times
the euphoria if she’s willing to spend 30
times more in time, money and effort.
She has to weigh in her mind which is the
better investment in the long run, a free
selfie, or a $100 Glamour Shots smile or
a professional photographer $1,000
smile?
The latter carries an experience that will
be cherished over time versus an
experience which is akin to going to the
optometrist for glasses. In fact, it’s much
like choosing a pair of glasses because a
cheap pair will make you look so-so
while a more expensive designer frame
can make you look more fashionable.

I dragged the shutter to capture the light behind
Playboy Playmate Monica Leigh on my Canon EOS
5D with a Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L ISUSM lens
at 1/40th sec; f/5.0; ISO 100; White Balance 6000K.

Basically, if a subject wants images to
share with friends, neighbors, husbands,
etc., and feels 110-percent about her selfesteem with no major traumatic situation
or downturn in life, then perhaps selfies
are best, but they will not provide a longterm return on their investment.

Safe investments are normally long-term, generally with higher gains and lower risk over time,
while “value shopping” is short-lived, normally bought on impulse and forgotten in time.
However, if a subject wants to feel like a woman again, wants the feeling to last, wants to
experience that “glow” that others envy and truthfully find herself again while boosting her selfesteem, then photographic therapy is for her and provide a look that can paint 1,000 words.
The Photographer Is There for the Subject
All subjects of photographic therapy need to find a photographer they’ve heard of, and/or feel
comfortable with. They’ll have to spend precious time with him or her, respect their knowledge
and open their hearts to the photographer without losing their own dignity. They’ll have to shed
their inhibitions if this photographer is a member of the opposite sex. All potential subjects must
remember that regardless of the gender of the photographer, this is not a male/female situation,
it’s a subject/photographer relationship, nothing more.
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Ultimately, the photographer is there for the
subject, who is there for the photographer.
Though a subject may feel awkward at first,
standing or lying down in a piece of lingerie or
skimpy bathing suit or leaving buttons open on
a button-down dress, it helps when she is
opened-minded and helps the photographer
find and capture the four-S’s — sultriness,
sensuousness, sexiness, and seductiveness.
Clothing
Photographers hate lines (body marks), and red
lines caused by undergarments take up to 45
minutes to go away. When a subject shows up
at the studio or location, she should show up
with no underclothing, wearing loose-fitting
sweats or something else, but stylish enough to
wear in case there is a traffic accident on the
way to her location.
Photography has a fundamental rule in that
what is pure white reflects 90 percent of the
light that hits it and what is pure black absorbs
90 percent of the light that hits it. This rule is
important to remember, for the subject and the
photographer, when choosing clothing for the
photographic therapy session.

Dilara is illuminated with a SUNBOUNCE
MINI reflector with the SUNBOUNCE 3D
Raindrops Silver fabric screen. A Profoto
B1flash provides sidelight. Photo captured with
an Olympus EM-1 with an Olympus M.Zuiko
Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at
1/250th sec.; 48mm (in 35mm: 96mm) at f/4.5;
ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.

If your subject wears a white bra underneath
her red sweater, the white bra will stand out in
the final image. A woman with blond body hair wearing a black, sheer teddy, will be just as
revealing as a woman with dark body hair in a sheer white teddy. Though body hair seems a
thing of the past with the younger generations, if a subject is concerned about hair showing, she
should wear white or “nude” colored garments if she’s a natural blond and wear black or dark
colors if she’s not.
This applies only if the material she’s wearing is sheer and she has fears about hair showing
through the fabric. Sometimes the mere fact the hair shows through somewhat can add a hint of
spice to the image. Often with younger subjects — and I’m not speaking of minors here as I
don’t photograph minors for glamour — some women shave the hair before the shoot or trim it
very short, as some professional models do, but that’s their decision, not yours.

What I stated earlier about the 90-percent fundamentals, I always tell my subjects up front. I do
this, so they can understand my shooting process and so when they receive their images after the
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Photo captured with an Olympus EM-1 with an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8
PRO lens at 1/640th sec.; 40mm (in 35mm: 80mm) at f/2.8; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.
shoot, they are not surprised. The worse thing a photographer can do is surprise his subject with
something she wasn’t expecting. The photographer who does this will find himself starting over
to rebuild that rapport and find that smile he’s been trying to achieve all along. Once the
photographer has laid out the subject/photographer relationship and eliminated the male/female
ambience, he or she should be conversationally “open,” but tactful.
If you’re a photographer and are truly interested in helping people build or reclaim their selfesteem and want to capture that smile and help your subject throw some sun in her soul, then
you’ve started with the right book. One must understand that true smiles come by investing more
time and effort upfront to really feel and experience the potential of photographic therapy.
If you’re a husband or significant other hoping to help an important person in your life rebuild
her confidence and self-esteem, get her out in front of the camera, yours or even the cameras at
the glamour photography boutiques, then get her in front of a true professional photographer who
understands the photographic therapy process to maximize her “smiling” capability.
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Chapter Four — Fake, Real, or Augmented

Society Molds Our Minds, Again
Society gets so-called credit for creating an impression in our minds of the perfect woman, but
like photography, that perfect woman is entirely subjective. Beauty is truly in the eye of the
beholder, but acceptance in society is what rules our self-esteem, regardless of what the beholder
expresses in both verbal and body language.
Enter Barbie dolls and propped-up mannequins at Victoria’s Secret stores across the nation. Most
women have grown up looking at these icons. Throw in a camera panning at the cheerleaders on
any given Sunday during the NFL season, or a rerun of “Baywatch” showcasing Pamela
Anderson, and the societal expectations are
reinforced and can take a toll on one’s selfesteem and expectations.
These societal expectations are the reason
plastic surgeons thrive in the United States as
nowhere else. Between tummy tucks,
liposuction, and Botox lies breast
“augmentation,” the number one
enhancement to one’s physique. Perhaps if
this nation practiced more photographic
therapy, there would be fewer unnecessary
physical alterations of the human form.
While I personally have no problem with
enlarged breasts, I often find photographers,
and people in general, don’t know the
“appropriate” way to describe someone who
has had breast augmentation, nor do they
know how to photograph natural or
augmented breasts.
First, we’ll address the description of the
augmented body, then we’ll address how to
photograph an augmented or non-augmented
body plus proper communication when
discussing breasts, and what to say when
This photo of Tess was captured outdoors with a
someone asks if she should take the plunge.
Canon EOS 5D and a Canon EF 70-200mm
f/2.8L ISUSM lens at 1/200th sec; f/2.8; ISO
When I first meet a model, via email, phone,
200; White Balance 6000K.
or in person, and the topic of breasts arises,
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I’m very careful never to address augmented breasts as “fake” or to refer to natural breasts as
“real.” Basically, all breasts are real, enhanced or natural.
When a model states, “I’ve had a boob job,” I counter with “you’ve had breast augmentation or
reduction”— yes, for some women, reduction is recommended. A photographer should never use
words like “tits” or “boobs,” since they are condescending to any female subject, and if there is
one thing I’ve learned over time, it’s that the number one feature most women are concerned
about is their breasts. They don’t like them to look small if they are in fact full, and they don’t
like them to look small if they are naturally small.
I once heard a photographer at one of my workshops tell a model her breasts were fake. Can you
imagine how small that model felt after that statement? Any subject-photographer rapport built
up to that point is basically destroyed, and for all practical purposes, the shoot had ended since
the model would no longer be able to achieve that smile. The mood of the shoot was shot.
A photographer must remember that all breasts are real when they are naturally attached to their
bodies, whether they are natural, enhanced, or in some cases, reduced, depends on the context of
the words chosen during conversation.
Models with small, natural breasts, when talking about their figures, whether they bring up the
subject or the photographer does, should always be told how beautiful they are naturally not how
small they may appear. If a photographer reinforces a subject’s statement on how small her
breasts are, then the shooting session needs to come to an end. Small-breasted women don’t talk
about how small their breasts are on purpose and if they do address the issue openly to the
photographer, their hope is that the photographer will disagree with them. Disagreement is the
compliment.
As an example, if a subject says, “I hope the photographs will turn out right since my breasts are
so small,” I will then state something like, “Your figure is perfect, nice and natural,
and believe it or not, you have more cleavage than you realize. Here, let me show you in this
next photograph.”
I’ll then pose the model lying on her side and have her bring her arm down and across the base of
her breasts, like the letter “L,” and have her push slightly in and forward to her face. With the
lighting from a softbox coming in from the opposite side of her face, from the waist toward her
face, like a sweeping motion from left to right if the model’s face is to your right, the light will
cast a natural “cleavage shadow” from the shape of the breasts. In fact, an A-cup will look like a
B-cup, and a B-cup like a C-cup, and so on. This is a form of cross-lighting that takes advantage
of shadows to enhance the image and breasts of the model.
If the model is sitting, I take the same approach. I’ll place a soft-box light source to my left and
have her face and upper torso turned to the right. This will cause what is taught in Art 101 in
college as chiaroscuro, or the mixture of lights and darks, otherwise known as the intermixing of
shadows and highlights.
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The end result, looking at the model from the camera angle head-on, is light (right arm), dark
(where right arm meets torso right side), light (right side of right breast), dark (cleavage area),
light (right-side of left breast), dark (left side of left breast), light (where the upper left torso
meets the left arm). Chiaroscuro should also cause a “triangle of light” underneath the subject’s
left eye, or the eye furthest from the camera, which is known as Rembrandt lighting.
This same lighting approach should be taken with subjects who have natural and augmented
breasts of larger cup sizes to keep them from losing a cup size. Photographers need to be aware,
when working with augmented breasts, of the distance between the breasts themselves. Some
augmentations are done poorly, or the woman’s physique causes the implants to separate the
breasts in the middle more than a few inches. I’ve seen breasts with six inches or more between
their inner sides, and unfortunately, photography not done properly can reinforce or expand this
gap, making the breast appear somewhat unnatural.
The trick here is to have the subject lie on her side, as the technique described above for smaller
breasts, or have the model lie down flat on her back. Be careful with the latter — with natural
and augmented breasts — as shooting from above, or even from the sides, can cause full figures
to appear smaller. The key here is to “throw shadows” or chiaroscuro in the lighting mix around
the breasts. Another technique is to change the angle of perspective, such as shooting from the
head toward the feet.

Photo captured at one of my photography workshops with a Canon EOS 5D Mark II and a Canon
EF 85mm f/1.2L USM lens at 1/400th sec; f/2.5; ISO 160; White Balance 6000K.
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If your subject is only going to wear traditional clothes or lingerie, and no nudity is involved,
have her wear tighter clothing that will naturally bring the breasts together. Again, in this type of
subject and shooting situation, don’t point out to the subject that her breasts are too far apart.
Instead, point out that you’re trying to achieve the maximum cleavage possible with your camera
lenses and lighting. Never spoil the shoot by forgetting the fact that choosing the wrong words
when communicating with your subject can damage self-esteem. Always ask yourself when
you’re not sure how a subject may take your words, “How would I react if someone said that to
me?”
An example of what to say can perhaps be explained by the most common questions models ask
me, “Are my breasts perfect?” or “Do you like my breasts?” These two questions can land you in
the doghouse if answered wrong. My safe answer is usually, “Your figure compliments your
look.” I avoid telling a model I like her breasts because that can be a very misleading statement
and can come back to haunt you.
You can’t forget that the shoot is subject/ photographer, not male/ female. No one is trying to be
deceptive. The idea is to compliment, accent, and reinforce the subject’s natural beauty, both
inside and out. The photographer is there to build confidence and help rebuild self-esteem. It’s
all about honest reassurance.
Another question people ask me is “What are perfect breasts?” My answer depends upon who is
asking and when. As an example, I normally will tell people that perfect breasts (for nude
photography only) are those where the areola (the area around the nipple) is in proportion to their
cup size. If a model is a D, large areolas are fine. If breasts are smaller in cup size, I prefer
smaller areolas for that proportionate look.
However, if a model with small breasts and large areolas is asking that question, the answer is
simple, “I look for the height and weight of a subject in proportion to each other, not the breast
size.” Know your subject, know what to say and when, and for the sake of not having conflict,
never discuss a subject’s breasts with anyone, period.
Finally, the question that usually can have the most impact on a subject and is often asked,
“You’re the photographer used to working with ‘models.’ Should I get my breasts enlarged?”
My answer is, “I don’t have anything against augmentation, especially for reconstructive
purposes, but personally, I prefer a person’s natural appearance.
And my role is not to like or dislike your breasts, but to take the whole package, inner- and
outer-beauty, and bring them together in a photograph. Your breasts are just one of many
features that make you who you are and should never be the only reason to feel accepted in
society.”
It’s not uncommon to have a subject who will ask the above question. Ultimately that same
subject will tell me she’s made the choice to do it anyway, and my response is simple, “come
back and see me when you’ve healed, and we’ll take some more photographs of the new you.”
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Captured with a Canon EOS 5D Mark II and a Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS USM lens at
1/100th sec; f/5.6; ISO 100; White Balance 6000K.
What is Beauty?
Beauty is a quality that a subject possesses — both inside and out. Too often, photographers
concentrate on the outer beauty of a subject, but photographing outer beauty is no challenge at all
— armed with a smartphone, just about anyone can capture the outer beauty of a subject!
It’s the beauty inside of a person that not everyone can find, capture, or cause to be revealed. Yet
it’s only when a someone displays her inner beauty that the best images will be captured. It’s not
always an easy process, but this is the place where, as photographers, we can really challenge our
abilities, both in terms of our technical know-how and our communication skills.
I’m often asked, “How do you see inner beauty or know how to capture it?” The simple answer
is that you don’t — you feel it inside. It becomes gut instinct. You feel the passion.
Communication is the key, and over time you’ll get accustomed to drawing it out in your
subjects. You will see this distinct inner beauty without even thinking about it. It will always
come more easily with some subjects than others, of course, but it’s there in every subject, and
it’s up to you to capture it.
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Chapter Five — Posing Techniques

Self-esteem is a two-way street when it comes to posing. If the subject lacks self-esteem, posing
her successfully can require more attention, time, and effort. Only when you know what your
subject is looking for can you start to translate her thoughts into a pose.
Posing is about crafting the
desired results, not settling for
contrived confusion.
An Excerpt on Posing for
Photographic Therapy
Sessions
In this chapter, I took an
excerpt from Rolando Gomez’s
Posing Techniques for Glamour
Photography and made some
minor edits to reflect what I felt
pertained more to photographic
therapy. I hope you like it! If
you do, please let your friends
know too!
Not All Subjects Are Models,
But All Models Are Subjects

Photo captured with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II with an
Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at
1/80th sec.; 40mm (in 35mm: 80mm) at f/7.1; ISO: 1250;
White Balance: 6000K.

When it comes to glamour
photography, not all subjects
are models, but all models are
subjects. Understanding this
statement is critical to success
— especially in the private
glamour business. It also affects
how you will approach posing
and what poses are likely to
work best.
Models

Let’s look at models first.
Professional models don’t traditionally come looking for glamour photos for their portfolios.
Occasionally, however, models have asked me to photograph them in a style that is a bit more
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glamorous or sexy to create an image for their significant other. Some are even willing to trade
glamour modeling for fashion, commercial, or editorial images to use in their portfolios.
I’ve even had models ask me to photograph
them for submission to Maxim or Playboy.
Usually this is no problem and easy to
accomplish. Most professional models are
young and watch their diets to maintain their
shapely figures. Additionally, they have
experience in front of the camera and they
often know how to pose for the best effect
with minimal guidance from the
photographer.
The camera is a professional model’s best
friend and no matter how you photograph
them, the images will be strong, and the
model will stand out. Remember, this is how
all your non-model subjects also want to look
— like models.
Non-Model Subjects
In the case of photographic therapy, most
subjects are over 35 years of age — and
some are even close over 60. Some have
endured the body-altering childbirth process
and still others have never had children.
Some are not as photogenic, and most have
no experience in front of the camera. This
Captured in Moab, Utah with a Canon EOS 5D
makes posing more challenging. As a result,
and a Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS USM lens
it’s extremely important to understand your
at 1/800th sec; f/4.0; ISO 100; White Balance
subject and to meet her at least once before
6000K.
any shoot. After this meeting, you’ll know
how to prepare for successful posing. The
following are just a few of the qualities you should be considering by the end of this
consultation.
1. What made your subject decide to have a photographic therapy (glamour) session? Are the
images for her? For her spouse or partner?
2. Is your subject short or tall? Heavy or slim? Has she had children?
3. Does your subject have a flawless complexion, or are there blemishes that need to be hidden?
Is her skin smooth, or does she have some wrinkles (the good life) that you should conceal? Does
she have stretch marks or other skin-tone issues?
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4. What is your subject like? Is she confident or insecure? Prim and proper or free and easy?
Does she love to laugh and smile or is she more reserved and demure?
5. What are the subject’s hobbies? What is she passionate about in her life?
6. What are the subject’s best features? What features does she seem proud of?
Regardless of her experience level, a subject will sometimes adopt a pose that makes her look
sexier, but which actually appears awkward to the camera. When this happens, it’s up to you to

Dilara is illuminated with a SUNBOUNCE MINI reflector fitted with a 3D Raindrops Silver
fabric screen. The photo was captured with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II with an Olympus
M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/80th sec.; 40mm (in 35mm: 80mm) at f/16;
ISO: 320; White Balance: 6000K.
refine the subject’s intended pose without negatively affecting her self-esteem and confidence.
For example, some subjects tend to bury their chins too deeply into their chests, thinking the
pose is sexy and powerful. While a lowered face with beaming eyes may feel sexy and
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controlled, it can actually create problems in the subject’s images as captured by the camera. If
you don’t step in and guide the model to a better head position, you’ll increase the risk of a
double chin — something no one wants to see in their portraits.
Additionally, when the head is buried too low and the camera angle is too high, too much white
can show at the bottoms of the eyes. This effect is sometimes called canoeing because the visible
area of the white of the eye is canoe-shaped. While a touch of canoeing is acceptable, depending
on the size of the model’s eyes, too much is normally nixed by editors. This pronounced area of
white underneath the iris of the eye is considered distracting to viewers and can subconsciously
interfere with the intended message of the image.
Most sexy, self-esteem-building images center on the message conveyed by the eyes, so it’s
better to include most of the iris — especially with blue, gray, green, and silver eyes. Just by
having the subject lift her chin a bit you can reveal strong eyes that send a message of strength
and confidence.
The Subject’s Self-Esteem
I’ll say it again, self-esteem is a two-way street when it comes to posing. If the subject lacks selfesteem, posing her successfully can require more attention, time, and effort. You’ll need to build
a good rapport and gain her trust in order to ensure flattering images with relaxed, natural
expressions. If you accomplish this goal, though, you will have the pleasure of presenting her
with incredible images that will definitely boost her self-esteem.
For example, let’s imagine that your subject confesses she’s gained a few pounds over the years,
with age and childbearing. She then asks you to provide images that make her look thinner, just
as a boost for her own self-esteem and ego.
To do this, you could photograph her from a lower angle to make her look taller and thinner (a
natural optical effect of your camera’s lens in this position). Additionally, you could create
shadows on her body that let problem areas recede while accenting her assets. To complete the
effect, you could also carefully select and refine a pose that conceals any areas she feels insecure
about, while accenting her best features.
If you do all this, she’ll be amazed at how beautiful she looks in her images — and she’ll go
home feeling a lot better about herself.
This issue of self-esteem is no small matter. The human body can appear unattractive or even
distorted if the subject is posed incorrectly. This can lead to your subject being unhappy with the
images you’ve produced. More importantly, it can also have a profoundly negative effect on her
self-esteem, particularly if she already has concerns about her appearance. Not only is this
detrimental to the subject psychologically, it’s no way to develop a good reputation as a
professional (glamour) photographer.
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Ultimately, posing is about telling a story. It is the story of the scene, but more importantly the
story that the individual subject wants to convey. The wrong pose will send the wrong message,
so carefully observing your subject throughout the shooting process is important. If your subject
wants a sexy look but projects a more conservative personality type, a more conservative type of
sexy is in order.
Look for poses that are sultry and alluring but never unladylike (such as poses with the legs
apart). If your subject seems more liberal and free-spirited, observe her carefully and try and pick
up what’s she’s looking for. Is it sexy and crazy? Sexy and sultry? Sexy and seductive? The list
goes on. Only when you know what your subject is looking for can you start to translate her
thoughts into a pose.
That thought bears repeating,
only when you know what your
subject is looking for can you
start to translate her thoughts
into a pose. All the posing
techniques in the world won’t
make a difference in the
success of your images if you
don’t know your subject. So,
get to know your subject
(platonically, of course) and
really listen to her needs. This
is the only way to achieve
common ground and ensure
that her pose will match the
story being told.
Be Sensitive to the Subject

Captured at my Maui photography workshop with an Olympus
EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/50th sec.; 62mm (in 35mm:
124mm) at f/4.5; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.

Everyone’s body is unique. As
photographers, we are charged
with portraying our subjects’
bodies in our images — and
doing so in a flattering way. An
unflattering portrayal not only
produces poor glamour photos,
it can also be harmful to your
subject’s self-esteem. It can
lead them to, or amplify, a state
of depression, a serious
condition that is known to
cause death or suicide.
Photography is powerful!
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Obviously, we’re not out to kill
people with our cameras, but it’s
important that photographers
understand that the possibility of
permanent damage exists. It’s no
different than when a doctor makes
the wrong decisions while caring for
their patients, or when a police
officer accidentally shoots an
innocent bystander. Fortunately, in
photography, most of the problems
we face occur due to poor
communication (or a lack of
communication). That means we
should be able to avoid these issues
by focusing on establishing a good
rapport with our subjects.
Bodies come in all forms, shapes, and
sizes, and we must learn to
emphasize their assets while
deemphasizing the flaws that all
bodies possess. Whatever your
subject’s physique, don’t get caught
up in society’s Barbie doll image
mandate. There are many successful
plus-size models in the fashion
world, and many men prefer these
Rebecca is illuminated with a Profoto B10, no light
types of figures.
modifier and image capture is with an Olympus EM-1
Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm
Additionally, heavier models truly
f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/15th sec.; 40mm (in 35mm: 80mm)
represent our society and more
at f/5.0; ISO: 64; White Balance: 6000K.
slender figures are the rarity in
adulthood. And don’t forget that extremely thin women may also have issues with their
appearance — they may long for more curves or feel self-conscious about their bony hips or
collarbones. In our society, almost no woman is totally happy with her appearance.
In a nutshell, you must study your subject’s physique. Do this as inconspicuously as possible and
advise her that part of the photographic therapy process involves observing her as she moves,
focusing on her assets so you can emphasize those qualities in her photographs. Observation will
also allow you to identify her less photogenic qualities and downplay them. Let the model know
that you will continue to study her through the entire process. Mention this to her several times
during the shoot so she understands that you are not ogling her.
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Chapter Six — Lighting Techniques

It’s crucial for photographers to understand the importance of lighting if they are to succeed in
photography. Be serious about your lighting. Show your subject you take your photography
seriously. This added confidence will serve you well with photographic therapy clients.

A Profoto B1 portable flash was used for the “overpower the sun with flash technique” and the
image was captured in the Bahamas at one of my photography workshops with an Olympus EM1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 75mm f/1.8 PRO lens at 1/200th sec.; 75mm (in 35mm:
150mm) at f/13; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.
Light Is to Our Photos, What Blood Is to Our Bodies
When we view a great glamour photograph we usually see a beautiful model, well lit, gracefully
posed, expertly composed and properly exposed along with her inner- and outer beauty
creatively revealed.
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When we see a picture, most if not all of the latter qualities are missing, though a photograph and
a picture do have one thing in common, the light that falls on the subject. It’s this light and how
it was utilized in that image that determine if it’s worthy of being called a photograph or a
picture.
A photograph ultimately is an image of life. A picture is an image too, but it struggles with
portraying light in an effective manner. When working with a photographic therapy subject, the
objective in the final image is a photograph, not a picture — perhaps it was a picture that
lowered her self-esteem.
It literally takes many books to understand, learn and apply lighting from the beginning, so in
this chapter I’m going to provide you with some useful information that will help you with
photography, not just photographic therapy. In fact, my fourth book is on lighting for glamour
photography, should you want to read more information.
Much like blood is to our bodies, light is the blood that brings an image to life. I like to call it the
“Life Blood” of an image.
Without light, without blood, we have nothing. It’s crucial for photographers to understand the
importance of lighting if they are to succeed in photography. This understanding comes in many
forms, but ultimately, it’s about understanding the quality of the light, feeling the light and
seeing the light.
The latter sounds obvious, but it’s not, and that’s what separates many professionals. Here are
some principles of lighting that photographers should consider in their craft of photographic
therapy.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn to see the light before you can feel it.
Light not only comes in many forms, but it can be altered in many methods.
Light is pliable and sometimes light is not so flexible.
Light is forgiving and sometimes light is unforgiving.
Light is continuous, but sometimes light is intermittent.
Light is always available both naturally and artificially.
Light is controllable, but not always predictable.

A professional photographer understands that without light, you have nothing, no different than
the blood in our bodies.
Qualities of Light
The qualities of light for a photographer come in many forms. Professional photographers
understand those qualities and how to apply and alter them when necessary. Some of those
qualities are direction, intensity, color, distribution and the texture of light when it applies to
photography.
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Direction is controllable
through light modifiers like
softboxes, octaboxes, snoots,
grids, louvers, flags, cutters,
beauty dishes and more. Like
direction, intensity is often
controllable too, either
through power adjustment, in
the case of artificial light, or
through reduction and
diffusion when it comes to
natural light.
With artificial light, such as
studio strobes or on-camera
flash, a photographer
normally controls intensity
by simply adjusting power
output through a
potentiometer, usually a
knob, switch or button that
reduces or increases the light
output, no more or less, than
the actual limits and capacity
of the originating source. As
an example, most studio
power packs or monolights
have a control device,
usually a switch or knob, to
reduce the amount in
quarters, thirds, halves or in
A Profoto B1 was used with a small octabox to capture this photo the case of the more accurate
with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko
and professional models, in
Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/200th sec.; 106mm (in tenths of an f/stop.
35mm: 212mm) at f/11; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.
Obviously the more precise
and accurate the light source, the more expensive it is. You get what you pay for. This is the
main element that many photographers fail to realize when it comes to the true value of lighting.
The majority of photographers will purchase “cheap” lights that usually have no visual
confirmation, such as accurate, LED, numerical power-output displays. These photographers rely
on the “human touch” of a “slider” to reduce or increase power.
On the other hand, when a photographer makes a more educated purchasing decision, he or she
will realize that the time it takes to meter light, slide a slider to increase or reduce strobe output,
re-meter the light, slide the slider again, then re-meter the light, etc., etc., is unproductive in the
long run and will often leave your model scratching her head.
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The time saved with a more accurate knob or switch, especially with a digital readout like those
found in brands like Hensel, Profoto or Broncolor, will help keep the shooting session flowing
with minimal interruption, thus allowing the photographer to have more time to focus on
shooting and not guessing if his or her light intensity was reduced or increased appropriately
with each attempt.
If your budget is not able to afford the latter brands, I would suggest the Dynalite or comparable
brands of lighting equipment. If you can however afford to wait and can save a few extra bucks
toward the purchase of a much higher-end product, then I would do so. You might also see if
your local photography store allows you to rent equipment, so you can try before you buy. In
general, camera stores rent photography gear based on durability, dependability and sometimes
popularity. Rarely will you find cheap quality studio lights in a rental department.
With knob or switch type power packs, or monolights, especially the type with an LED display,
the accuracy is in one-tenth or one-third of an f/stop increments. The photographer simply
adjusts the dial, then starts squeezing the shutter on the camera and the photography session
flows with less interruptions. It’s that accurate. It’s that fast.
Obviously, You Pay for Accuracy
Light is the life blood of the image and like the blood in our bodies, without it we have nothing.
That said, would you ask a doctor who just told you that you need a blood transfusion to use the
cheaper, grade “C” blood, or grade “A?” So why would you sacrifice your lighting if
photography is your passion and craft?
The color, distribution and texture (contrast) of light, when it comes to photography, come from
the quality of the actual light source and the “angle of incidence is equal to the angle of
reflection” physics rule. The rule, when used in photography, is what determines color, texture,
contrast, shadows and soft or hard qualities of light in an image.
The late Dean Collins, a lighting master photographer once stated, “The greatest photographers
in the world understand their equipment, are able to communicate properly to their subjects and
the intended audience of an image and have a creative eye.” This is why I stress understanding
your equipment and understanding why top professionals work with the best and most
dependable lighting gear.
It’s never about volume or quantity of lights on a photoshoot — it’s about the quality.
The two things a photographer should never skimp on are lighting and great lenses. Camera
bodies change with technology and “technology changes every Monday when the Board of
Directors meet.” Lighting, like lenses, should last a photographer at least 10 years. Because of
this, wise photographers buy what they can afford, one at a time, of a great light, not a pack of
three lights because they were “buy two get one free.” Set a budget and stick by it to build a
great set of lights over time. It just takes one great light to create a great photograph.
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This photo of Halie was illuminated by the natural light that filterd into the barn where it was
captured with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8
PRO lens at 1/250th sec.; 120mm (in 35mm: 240mm) at f/2.8; ISO: 640; White Balance: 6000K.
When a new photographer approaches me for advice on how to get started with “X dollars” in
his or her budget, I say, “First, buy one great light, a really great light. Learn how to master that
light. Then purchase a great lens and finally a good camera body as an f/stop is an f/stop and
1/125 second shutter speed is 1/125.”
I also add, “Years ago I bought my first pair of Nike Air Jordan’s, though I still can’t dunk a
basketball in the NBA, but my legs feel better and I can shoot baskets better. It’s about using the
right tool for the right result.”
Fluorescent and Tungsten
Other types of artificial lights include fluorescent and tungsten, both of which are continuous
forms of light. The key qualities that separate the two are softness, harshness, contrast and heat.
Normally fluorescent light is a soft, low-contrast, forgiving light when it comes to photographic
therapy whereas tungsten is hot, harsh and very unforgiving to your subject.
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Fluorescent is a much cooler and
softer light source. Fluorescent
lighting is a wonderful light source
to utilize when working with older
subjects as it creates a natural layer
of make-up to help reduce blemishes
and wrinkles, especially around your
subject’s eyes.
The more expensive units provide
additional benefits and present a
more professional appearance during
a shoot. One of those benefits is a
“flicker-free” light environment,
which is more important with video
because most video cameras in the
United States shoot 29.97 frames per
second. However, in digital still
cameras, it’s important to use a
shutter speed of 1/60 of a second
with non-flicker-free lights because
our electricity is 60 cycles per
second and the chances of getting a
black image are reduced
dramatically versus using different
shutter speeds.

Mirrorless cameras allow for capture with practically any
exsisting light conditions as in this slow shutter speed,
hand-held photo of Hannah captured with an Olympus
EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/10th sec.; 46mm (in 35mm:
92mm) at f/6.3; ISO: 640; White Balance: 6000K.

Some fluorescent higher-end
companies allow optional “tungsten”
(3200K) fluorescent bulbs, though
normal still photography
requirements work well with their
traditional 5000 Kelvin bulbs, but
fluorescent has given way to the
newer, more energy efficient and
long-lasting LED lights.

LED Lighting
There is a paradigm shift to LED lighting caused with the ability of digital cameras with
improved technology that are able to capture great images, practically “noiseless,” at high ISO’s,
or higher sensor sensitivity settings. This is especially true with the new mirrorless cameras.
LED lights are lighter, cooler, and more portable and have several benefits including “what you
see is what you get.” These are continuous light sources that continue to improve on a daily
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basis, and with electronic viewfinders in mirrorless cameras, it’s a true WYSIWYG
environment.
Another advantage is that since they are continuous, they allow the iris of the eye to become less
dilated, thus more colorful and brilliant eyes for your subject.
Softboxes — The Sweet, Soft Light

Image captured with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 60mm
f/2.8 Macro lens at 1/125th sec.; 60mm (in 35mm: 120mm) at f/4.0; ISO: 1250; White Balance:
6000K.
Softboxes come in many sizes from manufacturer to manufacturer, but all manufacturers produce
three sizes: small, medium and large. Every photographer should own a medium softbox as a
minimum requirement in his or her gearbox, especially for glamour and/or portraiture
photography. This is a must. It also collapses for easy travel and works at almost every location,
no matter how high the ceilings are.
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Softboxes usually come with two basic colored interiors, silver or white. Some come with more
options, like two panels silver, two gold, or something similar, which are basically marketing
gimmicks and don’t provide any real usefulness. For photographic therapy, a medium box with a
white interior is the easiest, most portable and works well in low-ceiling areas. If you photograph
your subject in an area with high-ceilings, then switch to the large softbox.

Here you can see the Rembrandt Lighting effect on Grace’s face. Image captured with an
Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 45mm f/1.2 PRO lens at 1/80th
sec.; 45mm (in 35mm: 90mm) at f/1.2; ISO: 640; White Balance: 6000K.

While a silver interior amplifies the light, it also adds more contrast to the image. If your subject
is older, the white interior is more forgiving than silver. Silver tends to add more contrast to the
quality of the light and is less forgiving to your subject’s features. I’m a fan of softboxes because
I find they are very useful in controlling light in comparison to an umbrella, which scatters light
everywhere. I prefer to have my lighting under control at all times, so I know where my light is
on my subject, plus the background.
The key to softbox lighting is to understand what each box will do for you. The larger the box,
the sweeter or more forgiving the light will be to your subject, provided you do not place the
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softbox too far away from your subject. As a general rule, bring your box in to a close, but
comfortable distance from your subject. Make sure it’s not in your camera frame. With the much
larger softbox you can practically stand in front of it without any worries.
Softboxes come with available honeycomb grids, usually in the 40-degree spectrum, which help
focus the light in a more directional path while slightly bumping up the image contrast and
providing for very appealing catch-lights in your subject’s eyes. These honeycomb grids,
sometimes called egg-crates, are normally for the small and medium boxes and not for the much
larger 4x6-foot softbox.
A thought about umbrellas for photographic therapy — it’s bad luck to open an umbrella indoors
and they work great when it rains!
Beauty Dishes
Beauty dishes are basically reflector pans based on an old Hollywood lighting technique called,
“board to board” lighting. Originally, they were made out of metal, but today you can find fabric
beauty dishes too. Basically, the strobe head is mounted through the back of the beauty dish and
when it fires, the light hits a small dome first that focuses the reflected light into a 22-inch metal
or fabric pan that then reflects the light outward again.
Normally they come in two colors, white or silver, the silver will provide light with more
contrast and is great outdoors when trying to overpower the sun with flash, however, silver is
best reserved for men or young women with youthful skin due to the added contrast.
I personally prefer white beauty dishes that allow a honeycomb grid attachment on its front for a
more focused light or a beauty dish “sock” for an even more diffused light source. Beauty dishes
are also great outdoors as they have a smaller footprint than a softbox especially on a windy day.
The Angle of Incidence Is Equal to the Angle of Reflection
In physics, the law of reflection states, “the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection.”
This tenet is fundamental to the understanding of light and can be summarized thusly: if light
strikes an object at angle A, it will be reflected in the opposite direction, also at angle A, similar
to the way a ball bounces off a brick wall.
In photography, the law of reflection is rarely discussed though one typically hears more of the
Inverse Square Law or that white reflects and black absorbs. While these are indeed important
aspects of light, the angle of incidence and the angle of reflection are two components of physics,
that when understood, can help photographers improve their photography with both artificial and
natural light.
The easiest way to comprehend this idea is to go into an area with hard, shiny floors and
overhead lighting (grocery stores work great!). Look down while you walk and notice how the
hot-spots of light on the floor move with you as you walk. These hotspots are the direct
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reflection of the overhead
lighting evidencing the law of
reflection. These equal angles
of incidence and reflection can
cause hotspots on your subject
too.
Understanding the law of
reflection will help you avoid
hot-spots on your subjects,
whether models, cars, food,
landscapes, etc. In fact,
managing these equal angles
of reflection in your
photographs allows you to add
or eliminate both texture and
color in your images.
Red Eye Reduction

This photo was captured in natural, ambient light with an
Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED
40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/160th sec.; 60mm (in 35mm:
120mm) at f/4.0; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.

The law of reflection is also
responsible for red eye and
plagues ring-flash users when
shooting through the ring.
Because the camera lens is at
the same angle to the subject
as the flash, the reflection of
light against blood vessels in
the retina at the rear of the eye
produces unwanted red eye.
An easy method to eliminate
red eye is to brighten the
room, causing the subject’s
pupils to contract, thus greatly
reducing any reflection.

Another method is to take a monolight with a 7-inch 20-degree grid and point it at your subject’s
face with only the modeling lamp powered on and not the flash unit itself. Many flash units,
including the Broncolor, Hensel and Profoto brands, have separate switches for the modeling
lamp and electronic flash tube, allowing them to be powered separately.
In darkened studios, you can use the monolight red eye reduction technique above to help show
more of your subject’s iris (color!) rather than a dark pupil. It works well with light-colored eyes
— especially green, blue, and sliver. Don’t be alarmed by the appearance of harsh shadows on
one side of the nose, as the power of the artificial flash from your main light will knock this out
when it fires.
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The law of reflection is especially troublesome when glass or mirrors are present in the image.
The equal angles of incidence and reflection cause hotspots in glass and mirrors when using a
flash. The simple solution is to move the flash away from the camera so that the angles are not
identical.
Smoother Skin for Your Subject
By moving the camera and light source(s) independently, you can use the law of reflection in
your favor, almost like an added layer of make-up to smooth your subject’s skin. As you walk
around your subject, you will notice that hot and washed out spots will appear and disappear
based on the angle of reflection. You may also notice that your subject’s face appears smoother
from one angle and rougher from another angle, as the valleys of the pores are filled in with
shadows. Through positioning your camera and light sources independently, you can eliminate
hotspots and create the appearance of a smoother skin texture.
Because the vast majority of what we see is reflected light (as opposed to incidental light), we as
photographers live in an illuminated world. Without light, we would have no images to capture,
and humans would see nothing but perpetual blackness. Understanding the law of reflection will

Cassie was illuminated with a Chimera Octa 57 softbox powered by a Hensel Integra 500
monolight. The image was captured in a photo studio with a Canon EOS 5D Mark II and a
Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L USM lens at 1/160th sec; f/6.3; ISO 100; White Balance 6000K.
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allow you to outshine your competitors as you take advantage of one of the fundamental laws of
the universe and make your photographs stand out from your peers.
Reflectors
There are basically two types of reflector “tools” that a photographer uses, which can have either
a flattering or adverse effect on your subject. Lighting manufacturers will sell reflectors, which
are usually 4-, 7-, 9- and 12-inches. They basically are made of lightweight metal, black on the
outside and silver on the inside. Then there are the reflectors made of fabric, almost always
collapsible and come in many shapes, the most popular of which are round, oblong, square and
rectangle.
The metal reflectors made by lighting
companies are usually cylindrical or
conical in shape and usually the front
is designed where a grid can attach
securely. Grids come in various
degrees — 3, 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 —
with the more common ones sold in
kits composed of the latter four. The
3- and 5-degree grids are more
expensive and harder to come by.
These metal reflectors, especially
when used with grids, are designed to
“focus” your light output in smaller
areas, such as the hair, arms, legs,
etc., and are normally used for “rim”
or “accent” lighting. When
photographing someone and using a
multi-light set-up, it’s very common
for photographers to light up the hair.
Some use small softboxes, but most
use the reflectors with grids. This
helps pop out your subject’s hair from
the background, which is really
important if your subject has dark
hair and you’re photographing her
against a dark background.
One of the best sources of light is the “Golden Hour” of
sunset which was used to capture this photo at one of my
Moab photography worskshops. Captured with an
Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko
Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/250th sec.;
43mm (in 35mm: 86mm) at f/2.8; ISO: 200; White
Balance: 6000K.

In accent or rim lighting, these
reflectors — when combined with
grids — are great for putting a
highlight edge on your subject,
usually around the arms, legs, and
shoulders. They are commonly used
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by magazines like Playboy. When shooting outdoors, you can place your subject with her back
against the sun and sometimes get this same effect. This is where photographers can go wrong,
especially when photographing older subjects, when they try and turn one of these reflectors onto
the face of the subject.
In photographic therapy you want soft, sweet light and the light from small reflectors is too
specular and will bring out the pores and blemishes in your subject — so use this type of light
source for accenting the body or hair.

At one of my Maui photography workshops we used a SUNBOUNCE SUN-CAGE and a
SUNBOUNCE PRO and MINI to provide beautiful light to the model on location.

SUNBOUNCE Method
The other type of reflector is basically a large piece of fabric that is secured by some type of
frame. Some are more durable and lightweight than others, but I have found by far, nothing beats
the SUNBOUNCE system, made in Germany and available all over the world. Originally known
as the “California Sunbounce” system, SUNBOUNCE was invented by Wolfgang-Peter Geller, a
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photographer who photographed thousands of Harlequin Romance covers, so if anyone knows
light for beauty, Mr. Geller certainly does.
Beginning photographers tend to purchase the less expensive round, collapsible reflectors, which
I myself used as I gained experience. They’re portable, inexpensive, collapsible and seem to do
the job. As my photography improved I realized those type of reflectors don’t work well when it
comes to the photography of women, especially photographic therapy.

At our Maui photography workshop, we also bounced flash into a SUNBOUNCE PRO
photography reflector using the optional SUNBOUNCE FLASH BRACKET.
Basically, most are about 36-inches round and the makers of these round reflectors tend to target
the amateur and prosumer markets because they are inexpensive to manufacture, thus ideal for
the average photographer on a small budget. There are even a few triangular-shaped ones
too, but as you continue to read this chapter, you’ll understand why I don’t even address those
types.
Like most consumer purchases, you get what you pay for and that’s why top professional
photographers, cinematographers, and videographers pay extra for rectangular-shaped reflectors
like those from SUNBOUNCE.
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But let’s take a look at these low–price-point round reflectors and why I don’t necessarily
recommend them. First, they are round, usually small in comparison to your subject, thus they
produce a more specular or harsher light source. If you’re trying to illuminate a fashion model
that is 5’10” or taller, a 3- or 4-foot diameter circle will not evenly light her from head to toe. A
reflector can’t reflect more light than it receives and under the physics Law of Reflectance, a flat
reflector can’t increase the size of the reflected light either, though often it appears that way as
most fabric reflectors are not polished mirrored surfaces.
This appearance of “enlargement” of the light reflected is caused by diffusion of a non-mirroredpolished surface (the fabric material) hence why some professional photographers will take
reflector fabric and run it through a wash cycle (without soap, only water) to “season” the
surface for more diffusion. This added diffusion minimally increases the overall size of the
reflected light shape and helps reduce the contrast of the reflected light.
This is a negative trade-off in using a cheaper round reflector. You are reflecting, not projecting,
a round light path no larger than the size of the reflector itself, to illuminate a geometrically
shaped larger rectangle, because a human standing is a tall rectangle, not a round object. In
essence, you are using the middle rectangle
section of a round reflector, thus throwing
away the outer two-thirds of the (circle)
light source which increases the chance of
spill-light on other elements in your scene.
Therein lies the problem. As the assistant
backs up hoping to increase the size of the
light reflected from these round reflectors,
the disc reflector starts to become smaller,
or specular, in relation to the subject —
think of it as someone pointing a large
flashlight at your subject, thus the light is
now too harsh for a subject who needs
“flattering” light.
The SUNBOUNCE system comes in many
sizes with lightweight aluminum frames.
My favorite is their “PRO” reflector
because it’s six feet tall, four feet wide,
and rectangle in shape — the human body,
standing, with arms to our sides, is
basically a rectangle. These reflectors also
mimic the shape of traditional softboxes,
and in fact, the reflector described above is
the same dimensions as my Chimera
SUNBOUNCE photography reflectors are durable,
“large” softbox.
lightweight, German engineered, and extremely
portable with collapsible aluminum frames.
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Remember the golden rule in photography when it comes to lighting and photographic therapy:
the bigger the light source, the sweeter it is to your subject.
Another plus of the SUNBOUNCE PRO system is that it is six feet tall when assembled. Hence,
the assistant doesn’t have to back up, especially since the majority of my subjects are not more
than six feet in height. This allows the reflector to remain “large” in relation to the distance
between the subject and the reflector, thus, the light is more flattering, sweet, soft and gentle to
my subject’s skin and complexion.
Studio Flash Units: Portability and Sensibility

Several studio flash units were used to create this photo, plus gels, grids, and one large octabox.
Photo of Candice captured with a Canon EOS 5D Mark II and a Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L USM
lens at 1/160th sec; f/8.0; ISO 100; White Balance 6000K.
Lighting is the first essential element you bring to an image, that is, besides the subject in front
of your lens. While natural light filtering in through a window is one of the most beautiful light
sources in photographic therapy, some situations demand flash, either on-camera or studio flash.
On-camera flash comes in usually as a small pop-up flash mounted directly above the lens or the
more powerful speedlight flash that slides into a camera hot-shoe. You can also mount
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Speedlights on the side of the
camera with a flash bracket.
This is a method frequently
used by wedding
photographers because it
reduces red eye and shifts the
subject’s shadow to one side.
Pop-up flash and speedlight
flash are both specular light
sources — small in size in
relation to the subject — so
they both create light that is
hard and increases contrast,
and therefore, un-flattering to
photographic therapy subjects
in most cases. There are a few
times when you have no
choice but to use on camera
flash, for example on short
notice, on location without
portable studio flash units, or
as a back-up when a studio
system fails during a shoot.
In these situations, I will do
my best to diffuse the light
from on camera flash. The
obvious method for
speedlights is to pull out the
built-in diffuser, but not all
speedlights have this option
and typically pop-up flash has
no built-in diffuser.
This photo was captured at one of my Atlanta photography
workshops with a Leica M8 Rangefinder and a Leica 50mm
Summicron f/2.0 lens at 1/250th sec.; 50mm (in 35mm: 67mm)
at f/8.0; ISO: 160; White Balance: 6000K.

One remedy is use a white 3 x
5-inch index card attached to
the flash unit with a rubber
band and bounce the flash
from the ceiling. The index card will help to add fill, though my best method, take a small water
bottle, filled with water, remove the label and shoot the flash through the bottle. The refraction
from the water plus the plastic help diffuse the light in a more flattering quality for your subject.
Obviously, I’m not recommending speedlights, on-camera flash, or pop-up on-camera flash for
photographic therapy. Even if it means starting with one light, that is better than nothing at all,
but remember, lighting is critical in photographic therapy as it is in photography in general.
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Photographic lighting is a
major investment, like a new
car, and like purchasing a car,
you have to look past all the
marketing.
Here are some points to
consider when purchasing a
quality studio flash lighting
system that can be used on
location — weight, portability,
power, color temperature, flash
duration, and variable output.
When it comes to weight, the
lighter the better, especially if
you’re working without an
assistant. You don’t want to be
physically exhausted before
you start shooting! After
holding cameras and lenses
during a long shoot, they get
heavy and our hands become
less steady. Sharp images
require steady hands or a great
tripod.
Portability comes in several
forms, such as battery packs for
places you won’t find
The model is illuminated outdoors with a SUNBOUNCE PRO electricity, e.g., the beach or a
reflector fitted with a SUNBOUNCE Sparkling Sun fabric and local park. It also comes in
the image is captured with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an
compact, lightweight units.
Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at
Photographic therapy subjects
1/1600th sec.; 106mm (in 35mm: 212mm) at f/2.8; ISO: 200;
are often photographed in the
White Balance: 6000K.
comfort of their own homes, so
instead of battery packs that
limit the use of modeling lamps, you can tap into the subject’s home electricity to power your
power packs.
When it comes to power, we have to consider consumption and output. Obviously, we don’t
want to blow circuit breakers at a client’s home, so we avoid power packs that produce more
than 1200 “true” watt-seconds of power. Start with one main light, master that light, then
determine if you need additional lights, such as a hair light, fill light or accent lights. On most
photographic therapy sessions, one light works great. That’s how I shot my first four book
covers. It’s about the quality of light, not the quantity.
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In photography, light on your subject should be based on the type and quality of light you want
to flatter your subject with, especially with photographic therapy. Here professional
photographer Mike Majewski holds a SUNBOUNE MINI reflector fitted with a SUNBOUNCE
3D Raindrops Silver fabric to illuminate the model properly.
Color temperature is as critical with digital photography as it was with film. It’s essential for
producing consistency throughout the shoot, especially, skin-tone reproduction. While we can
shoot in RAW mode and adjust color temperature (white balance) accordingly in Adobe
Lightroom or Bridge, the idea of great photography is to produce accurate, consistent results in
camera. In a quality image, we want our subjects to be happy with their skin tone as much as
their facial expression and pose.
An integral part of maintaining consistency is flash duration, or the amount of time the flash
head continues to produce flash at its peak output. The shorter the flash duration, the better and
short flash duration is usually an indicator of a well-built power pack or monolight.
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Sometimes color
temperature and flash
duration are affected
by adjusting flash
output. The best flash
units have variable
power output in tenths
or aperture third-stops
through the use of
digital readouts,
rotating power
switches, or rocker
switches. These
options are more
accurate and
consistent than those
with “eyeball” sliders.
Rocker and rotating
switches, especially
those with LED
confirmation displays,
let you work more
efficiently, accurately,
and effectively.
Broncolor is
considered the top-ofthe-line studio flash,
though its cost is
beyond the reach of
most photographers.
Many professional
photographers use,
and for good reasons,
Hensel, Profoto or
I captured this image of Dilara at one of our Orlando photography
something similar.
workshops with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko
Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/160th sec.; 90mm (in 35mm: Another less
expensive but just as
180mm) at f/5.6; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.
functional option is
Dynalite flash systems, especially their location kits which are the best value for color
temperature, flash duration, portability, variable output, and weight.
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Chapter seven — Photographic Therapy for Couples

Never shoot straight up, as people don’t like to look at nostrils. Ideally, when photographing
women in particular, shoot belly-button level or lower, never up high and down. Also, vary your
shots from horizontal to vertical composition, don’t get stuck on the horizontal plane.
Your images should reflect detail in the shadows and highlights, but most important, show the
harmony of the corners of her eyes with the corners of her lips — a smile — much like the
portrait hanging at the Louvre museum in Paris, of Francesco del Giocondo’s wife, Mona Lisa.
For Happy Couples Only!
It’s you and her, a passion-filled,
fun-loving couple. You’ve just
celebrated your most recent
anniversary by exchanging gifts
— she bought you that digital
camera you had your heart set
on, and you bought her a sexy,
black, T-back teddy she didn’t
ask for. Now you’re dying to
take some sexy photographs of
her, but you don’t want her
thinking you belong on the “Man
Show” with a disposable camera.
You have one problem. Although
your sunset snapshots of the
Grand Canyon looked “just
great,” you’re not a professional
photographer. Your lady may be
sexy and sensual, but this is not
the Grand Canyon and it’s
absolutely possible to make a
beautiful woman look terrible in
photographs if you don’t know
what you’re doing. Do that, and
you’re toast — and you won’t
get a second chance!
As a professional photographer
for over 40 years, photographing
beautiful models, and women

The key to this photo is that the shutter was "dragged" to
1/15th of a second and the bottom edge of battery-powered
ring flash was used to illuminate the couple.
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I’ve met in my life, I fully understand the secret desire most men have to take some seriously
sexy and sensuous photographs of their wives and girlfriends. So where do you start? What do
you do? They didn’t teach this in Art 101 in college. Besides, you were a freshman and the class
was mandatory, so you slept halfway through it.
Relax, I’m here to save the day, and maybe even add more spice to that relationship — or get
some new blood pumping through a lackluster one!
Good professional photographers start by building rapport with the model. No question —
rapport is one of the keys to successful images, especially when taking glamour and boudoir
photography. I know, you think you’ve got this rapport thing covered just because you’ve
already captured her love with your “charm.” Better think again....
In fact, establishing rapport is even more difficult because she knows you so well. You’ll have to
start by letting her know how you feel about boudoir photography. Let her know it’s not
“cheesecake” to you — you’ll be capturing her essence for both of you to cherish over time.
Your goal is to capture her beauty, to capture it for all time, as only a photograph can do. Tell her
it would be a crime to not record how beautiful she is right now. And that there would be nothing
worse than to wish 20 years from now that the images had been made! Twenty years from now it
just may be “too late.”
First, let her know that your desire is to capture her inner beauty with her physical beauty. Your
goal is to maximize her confidence in you and herself. She has to feel good about herself during
the photo session, otherwise her facial expressions will not harmonize on film or those digital
storage devices.
Understand, it is difficult for most women to pose scantily clad in front of a camera. Today,
however, you can reassure her that the images will be private, because with your digital camera,
computer and home printer, those images never have to leave the home. Sure, you’ve suggested
this before, and she’s often responded that she could look as good as those Victoria’s Secret
models. Now it’s do or die.
Second, treat her like a lady, offer her a box of Godiva chocolates and a glass of Merlot to calm
the nerves a bit. Communicate your thoughts, but don’t try to solve her problems. Listen to what
she has to say and reinforce her beauty in a subtle tone with choice words while shooting, staying
calm and cool, mixed with a little bit of photographic passion.
The origin of the word rapport from early times was defined as the “relationship created between
a hypnotist and those hypnotized.” The swinging watch is in your hands, but she wants to
experience and feel the uplifting of her soul and self-esteem, not to “not remember a thing” when
she wakes up.
She feels the comfort created by this new experience because you’ve selected a long-focal-length
lens, from 85mm to 105mm, for your 35mm camera, which allows more distance between you
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I fitted a moonlight with a 7-inch metal reflector with a 20-degree metal grid inside of it to
provide light on the model’s face. Image captured with a Canon EOS 5D Mark II and a Canon
EF 85mm f/1.2L USM lens at 1/200th sec; f/1.2; ISO 800; White Balance 6000K.

and her, and she can’t really see you because you’re shooting with the light source behind you
and the bed she’s on is located in a dimly lit room, almost as if she’s sitting in the path of a stage
spotlight.
Longer lenses provide what I call the three “C’s” of shooting: compression for the background,
nice tight composition, and comfortable distance between you and the subject — not usually
found in lenses that come as “standard” for most cameras.
Digital cameras today come with a built-in flash, but if yours didn’t, don’t sweat it — all you
need is one light source. You can use diffused window light during the day, or — with the
latitude of exposure that digital cameras offer — light from a table lamp with the lamp shade
removed and off to the side. Just set your camera to “auto white balance” to compensate for the
color of the lamp. If you’re really serious, buy a small light kit from your local photo store.
Many are inexpensive, but a good value, and come digital-ready.
Have her pose across the bed. Stay parallel to her to prevent distortion while keeping the main
light slightly above her and around 45-degrees to the left or right of her face. Never shoot
straight up, as people don’t like to look at nostrils. Shoot level or slightly from above. Vary your
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shots from horizontal to vertical. Verticals are more powerful than horizontals, though she may
be lying down. Get close and shoot that “headshot” then move back, turn the camera, and shoot a
full-length horizontal.
When you combine the atmosphere of great lighting with the sound of the shutter releasing,
she’ll feel safe, comfortable and confident in her looks and your photographic abilities. Along
the way, explain to her your rationale in posing and composing each image — get her involved
in the process and make her aware of the angles, focus, and close-ups. Never leave her guessing
about your intentions.
Keep in mind that the
shoot is never about the
photographer. Try not to
bring up the negative
aspects of her life —
always accentuate the
positive. “Hold that
pose... beautiful...
perfect....”
As a model once said to
me, “there’s a fine line
between positive
reinforcement and being
condescending. I was
always reminded that I
was beautiful, but it
never came across as
being insincere or as a
ploy. It was never so
much a physical thing as
it was about capturing a
mood, an expression or
what I was feeling
inside. I never felt like a
model posing to capture
a look. It was more about
capturing my feelings at
the moment.”

Olympus EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm
f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/100th sec.; 40mm (in 35mm: 80mm) at f/2.8;
ISO: 800; White Balance: 6000K.

When all is said and
done, your images
should be cropped tight
with your subject’s eyes
sharp and her
complexion softened.
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Katie is illuminated with a 48-inch, medium strip softbox with a 40-degree fabric grid powered
by a Hensel Integra 500 monolight. Image captured with a Canon EOS 5D Mark II and a Canon
EF 85mm f/1.2L USM lens at 1/160th sec; f/5.0; ISO 100; White Balance 6000K.

Use a soft filter in front of your lens to diffuse the light source and produce soft skin tones. Your
images should reflect detail in the shadows and highlights, but most important, show the
harmony of the corners of her eyes with the corners of her lips — a smile — much like the
portrait hanging at the Louvre museum in Paris, of Francesco del Giocondo’s wife, Mona Lisa.
There should be subtle hints of the four “S’s” found in glamour and beauty photography:
sexiness, seductiveness, sultriness, and sensuousness. The images should be edited down to one,
two or three, regardless of how many were originally taken. It’s those photographs that will
make the difference for both you and her and provide a piece of thread in the rope of life that you
can both passionately embrace over time.
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Chapter Eight — For Men Too

Men Can Benefit, Too
While the majority of my
photography over the years
has focused on women, men
can benefit from the
therapeutic elements of
photography as well. But,
because men tend to keep
emotional problems and
self-esteem issues closer to
the chest in a “machismo”
attitude, it is unlikely most
men would single out a
photographer to help with
those issues.
Most men see themselves
the way the media, society,
and advertising worlds like
to portray them: rough and
rugged outdoor types
working and playing in the
elements — the Marlboro
Man image. While men do
face similar self-esteem
issues with illness, rape, or
life-threatening battles with
such things as AIDS, the few
men I’ve photographed over
the years often want to be
photographed for entirely
different reasons.
One man, an oil-field
Chris is illuminated by bouncing a flash into a SUNBOUNCE
executive, wanted a nude
MINI reflector with a SUNBOUNCE Zebra fabric.
portrait, from the waist up,
of himself clutching his wife and taken from a side view, without revealing anything that would
be inappropriate to the public. He took one final photograph, had it enlarged and framed, then
hung it over their bed in their master bedroom. The idea was to show the true love they had for
each other. The easy part of that photographic session was that I’d already been photographing
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his wife all day long in their luxurious home, for him. He toiled around the house while I
photographed his wife in sexy lingerie and implied nudes in their massive master bedroom and
bath.
The nude portrait of the two was his idea. He was bored while waiting for the session with his
wife to end, plus she told him how much fun it had been during the breaks of the session, so he
figured he wanted to try this “being in front of the camera” experience too. In the end, they both
loved all the images and hired me to come and do a second shoot, for their own private photo
albums. Everything was done with class.
He said that perhaps later he’d like to go to one of his oil rigs and let me shoot an image of him
wearing a hardhat, with the tool pusher and deck hands, changing pipe, drill bits or something
with action on the derrick, all oily and muddy. He didn’t want your cliché corporate, office
environmental portrait. He wanted to be with “his men” and feel like a man with character. “A
rough, tough guy — just one of the guys,” he repeated.
The Corporate World
The corporate world in the early 21st century is a totally different world from that of our fathers
and grandfathers, just 20 years ago. Corporate boardrooms are no longer the exclusive realm of
male dominance they once were. Many occupations once considered male-dominant, such as
lawyers, doctors, investment brokers and public relations, now have an increasing representation
of women.
Many men who toil in what they perceive as less than masculine corporate fields, look to be
photographed portraying a manlier role. They look to replace the role of “city slicker” with a
more rough and rugged “cowboy” persona. Most men approach me because they want to present
their sweetheart with a gift of themselves in the ultimate “macho” image: turning a wrench under
the hood of a car or on horseback, as the epitome of a weekend rancher.
Men want a “leadership” image with the feeling of being the breadwinner, the strength and
security they provide for their families — an image of toughness captured through the
characteristics of their faces.
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Chapter Nine — Tools of the Trade

It’s Only the Subject That Counts
While the therapy behind a photo shoot, or series of photography sessions, often involves the
process, the final result can be just as important. Beauty may be in the eyes of the beholder, but
to be effective, it’s only the subject that counts. Getting to know and anticipate the subject is
critical to getting just the right image. Here are a few tips to help capture those healing images,
which go a long way toward helping
to restore the subject’s self-esteem
and confidence:
Use lower f-stops to stay away from
the optimum aperture of the lens —
or its sharpest point. This will help
the face smooth out when you focus
on the eyes. Most lenses have a
sweet-spot between f/5.6 to f/11;
f/16 and higher apertures give you
more depth of field. The sharpest
part of a lens is the sweet-spot.
When photographing women,
especially more mature subjects,
avoid the sharpest part of the lens. If
you set your “medium” telephoto
lens to f/4.0 and focus on the eyes,
the cheeks of the face will
“optically” smooth out — no need
for Gaussian Blur in Adobe
Photoshop®.

Many people think an expensive camera makes all the
difference. While there are some advantages between all
cameras, it’s still up to the photographer to execute. This
photo was taken with a $300 Olympus camera, but the
lens is a $2,000 lens. Glass makes the difference.

When shooting a subject’s face,
don’t forget the dynamic duo — lips
and eyes. When creating a smile, it’s
important that the eyes “smile” as
well. It’s the corners of the eyes in
harmony with the lips that will make
a difference and will help you
achieve the perfect smile. Study the
Mona Lisa if you’re not sure how to
spot this harmony.
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Make sure you work with a “clean” background. Separate the subject from the background with
medium to long telephoto lenses to eliminate natural clutter or distracting back-grounds. For
35mm cameras, 85 mm to 180 mm lenses work best; for medium-format cameras, 140 mm to
210 mm lenses. Using telephoto lenses also provides separation from the photographer and
subject, giving a little “comfort room” for the subject.
Capture more vertical images whenever possible. They tend to be more powerful images than
horizontal images. Study the images used in this book that are horizontal and ask yourself, “Why
do they work?” Learn the rules, then learn to break the rules.
Diagonals, or imaginary diagonals, are powerful lines often found in glamour photography. If the
image has arms and legs (limbs) the joints connecting them are meant to be bent. Look at the
subject’s facial lines, neck, arms and legs, and don’t be afraid to use tilt where you can by
looking for diagonal lines formed
naturally by your subject. These
diagonals should run from one
corner of the image to the other,
even in a subtle form. Make sure
the subject’s head is held high. This
exudes confidence and goes a long
way to help restore self-esteem.
Natural light can be a powerful tool.
Try to turn every source of light
into a more natural, soft, diffused
effect. There’s a myth that softer,
diffused light is flat. It’s only flat if
you totally eliminate the shadows.
Even in soft light or diffused light,
turning your subject will help create
effective shadows that help provide
the illusion of depth.
For much older subjects, use a soft
filter. Secured in front of the camera
with a filter ring, the sheer, black
scarf is the perfect diffuser and
cross-screen filter. The effect of the
soft filter is controlled by the
aperture of the lens — the wider the
aperture, the more diffusion and
less sharpness of the highlights. The
soft filter removes any harsh
artificial light or sunlight, while
maintaining the sharpness of the

This photo was captured at my Sonoma Coast
photography workshop with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II
and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8
PRO lens at 1/1250th sec.; 60mm (in 35mm: 120mm) at
f/4.0; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.
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image. The effects of
smoother skin and softerlooking hair are impressive.
The soft filter also helps
remove any unsightly
blemishes. It’s a natural
makeup.
In Hollywood, glamour
shoots usually follow one
or more of the four “S’s”:
sexiness, sultriness,
sensuality and
seductiveness. Any of these
four glamour elements adds
an aura to any image.
Avoid photographing your
subject with the hips turned
straight into the camera. It’s
always best to turn one hip
into the camera and one hip
away from the camera.

This photo was captured only with ambient light and an Olympus
EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 60mm Macro
f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/100th sec.; 60mm (in 35mm: 120mm) at f/2.8;
ISO: 2500; White Balance: 6000K.

Look for light coming from
the back or sides, such as
window light, or carefully
place the sun behind your
subject to add rim and
accent lighting to the
image. Some of the greatest
images are those that reveal
strong light from the sides
or back.

When photographing men,
a whole different set of
rules applies. Stay away
from the soft and diffusing techniques. Use harsher lighting to bring out the pores in the skin and
the roughness in the face. Use directional grids instead of soft-boxes — a 10-, 20-, or 30-degree
honeycomb grid will help focus the light directly onto the subject. Try to keep the warmth of the
skin tones, but contrast with cool or cold tones in the clothing.
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Chapter Ten — Photography Tips

Before a photographer can apply therapeutic values with his craft, and before a subject makes the
choice of entering into a photographic therapy process, a photographer must possess the three
“C’s” of being a great photographer — comprehension, communication, and creativity. I go over
those 3Cs in all my books, so I won’t repeat it here, but I’ve provided some photo tips for you to
enjoy in this chapter that apply to those 3Cs. If you need a refresher on those 3Cs, you can find it
here: Great Photographers Know What it Takes.

This photo of Jenni illustrates “Rembrandt Lighting” on her camera left eye. She was illuminated
with a Chimera 48-inch strip softbox with a 40-degree fabric grid. Image capture with a Canon
EOS 5D Mark II and a Canon EF 85mm f/1.2L IS USM lens at 1/200th sec; f/10; ISO 100;
White Balance 6000K.
Chiaroscuro
Many well-known photographers take concepts and ideas from other artists. Some study
photographs, as well as paintings in their goal to achieve better quality, compelling photographs.
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Perhaps that is why there are only four basic types of lighting. My favorite type is named after
Rembrandt. It’s a style of lighting often seen in photographers’ images of models and even
studio portraits.
The key to Rembrandt lighting is to create a triangle or diamond shape of light underneath the
eye usually furthest from the camera lens. One side of the face is lit well from the main light
source, while the other side of the face receives the interaction of shadows and light, known in
Art 101 college classes as chiaroscuro, to create this geometric shape on the face.
The key to the lighting is not how hard or soft the shadow is that helps create the triangle or
diamond under the eye, but that it helps create an illusion of depth, something legendary painters
knew how to do. We see the world in a three-dimensional realm, but in photography, cameras
see and capture the world in a one-dimensional model.
To help create the illusion of the third dimension, top photographers use chiaroscuro and its more
formal forms like Rembrandt lighting to achieve pleasing results that add impact and form to the
photo. If artificial lighting is used to light the subject, top photographers know how to use their
modeling lights to “see” the light as well as the shadows.
If you’d like to improve your glamour photographs while adding the illusion of the third
dimension, learn to look for chiaroscuro, the lights and darks and how they interact. Simply
turning your subject in the light, without moving your lights, can make the difference in a
photograph. If you look closely, you’ll see chiaroscuro and Rembrandt-style lighting also will
naturally appear without you even thinking about how to create it. The results: you’ll have
images with impact that have taken concepts and principles from well-known photographers and
famous painters.
The Sun Is Our Example
With blistering temperatures of over 10,000 degrees Fahrenheit on its surface, the sun can
comfortably contain a million-plus Earths inside its shell, yet, a photographer planted on Earth
can control the sun’s luminance — in fact, photographers can practically make it disappear in the
middle of the day. But before you can subdue the sun, you must understand how it functions as a
light source for photographers.
First, the sun is a pin-pointed light source, or a specular source of light on a clear day and a
diffused or modified light source on a cloudy day. Specular light sources are normally smaller in
relation (distance) to the subject they illuminate, and their rays of light are parallel, narrow and
focused, thus providing high-contrast and harsh shadows, similar to the sun on a clear day.
Clouds in our atmosphere act as diffusion material that spread the sun’s light rays at various
angles during various times of the day, or diffused angles up to 180 degrees, thus photographers
wind up with a soft light source and less contrast when they shoot outdoors on overcast days.
The clouds act just like the surface of a softbox in front of a studio flash head while the flash
head mimics the sun.
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Second, the sun’s rays travel
through the thickest part of the
atmosphere during sunrise and
sunset, thus much of the blue
wavelengths are filtered out
and the results are often known
as the “Golden Hour” effect,
which provides us with the
warmer reds and yellows in our
images. The sun is also at a
more “oblique” angle during
the early hours and the late
hours of daylight, thus you’ll
see longer shadows and the
light is more flattering to your
subject.

This image captured in natural light with an Olympus EM-1
Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8
PRO lens at 1/400th sec.; 64mm (in 35mm: 128mm) at f/2.8;
ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.

During the top of the day, the
sun’s rays travel through less
atmosphere, thus the
combination of the green and
red spectral waves will produce
a more yellow sun and a
contrasting blue sky. That’s
another reason why we have
such deep-blue skies after a
winter arctic blast, the northern
winds “clean out the pollution”
and thus allow a deeper blue
spectrum visibility.

These are the typical
characteristics of the sun
combined with our atmosphere
and when we apply what we
know about artificial lighting and light modifiers, we can combine the two to overpower the sun
with flash.
In recalling the first point about the sun, studio flash heads or on-camera flash units (speedlights)
are specular light sources by themselves. While some camera flashes come with diffusers or
lenses that spread their beam of light, the source is still smaller than the subject, thus resulting in
harsher shadows and more contrast in the image. Studio flash heads are no different, especially if
you add barndoors, snoots or grids as those light modifiers tend to focus the light in narrowangled beams.
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The minute we attach a medium softbox
to the flash head — a light modifier, as
it’s called in the photo industry — we
then have a diffused and larger light
source — just like the clouds in front of
the sun. Add a honeycomb grid or louvers
to the front of the box and now you have
a more focused light. The lightbox is still
larger than a small speedlight or oncamera flash, thus still a sweeter, softer
light. Sweet, soft light is very commonly
used in photographic therapy sessions.
It’s often said that softboxes create soft
light, thus it leads to a flat image. Not
necessarily true. It’s how you position the
subject in the light and create shadows to
help define dimension in the image. You
can also move the box away from your
subject — herein lies another reason top
pros use honeycombs, louvers or grids:
they want to maintain that intensity of
light with closer softboxes to their
subjects while adding more contrast to the
image.
Many photographers make the mistake of
thinking softboxes are purely soft, lowcontrast light sources. Take a large softImage captured during one of my photography
box and place it at a distance where it’s
workshops in the U.S. Virgin Islands with a Canon
much smaller in relation to your subject
EOS 5D Mark II and a Canon EF 135mm f/2.0L IS
— now you have a specular light source
USM lens at 1/200th sec; f/5.6; ISO 100; White
with harder shadows and higher contrast,
Balance 6000K.
but more controllable and more powerful
than a small speedlight or on-camera flash. Top photographers use this knowledge to their
advantage. They will “pump up the contrast” in an image shot with softboxes by backing the box
away from their subject or lower the contrast by bringing the softbox closer to the subject.
Some photographers who prefer to keep the light even and large relative to the subject, will place
honeycomb grids on the front of their boxes to “focus” the light, thus the light source is close
with an evenly lit subject while the grid adds a touch of contrast. Grids also help reduce spill on
the background and help increase brilliance in the catch-lights found in the eyes of your subject.
These fundamentals of light apply both in the studio and outdoors. Let’s take fill-flash as an
example. You have a cloudy, low-contrast day outside and you mount that speedlight flash on
top of your digital SLR. Set the camera on program — why not, the camera metering is that
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good. Shoot away. You now have nicely lit images with higher contrast, taken on a low contrast
day. Most of the contrast comes from the small specular light, or your flash head.
Photojournalists use this technique for environmental portraits outdoors.
Unfortunately, toning down the contrast is a little different on a bright, sunny day, but with the
right camera and strobes, it’s achievable. Just take your portable studio flash and softboxes
outdoors, crank up the power so your output is much higher than the sun’s output — though it’s
easier to move your subject into the shade — pump up the power on your strobe, and shoot it
through a softbox close to your subject.
While this method will only achieve a slight reduction in contrast of the light on the subject,
you’ll have greater depth of field, which many portrait photographers avoid. The key here in
older cameras is to use a camera with leaf-shutter so you can crank up the shutter speed to reduce
the ambient light coming through the lens. Or do what I do: wait at least an hour before sunset or
shoot the hour or more of sunrise.
You can also use a neutral density filter or polarizer to help reduce light entering the lens.
Normally in an enclosed studio with no outside light interference, only the aperture is relative to
the exposure, not your shutter speed — but if you have a focal-plane shutter in your camera,
which some 35mm DSLRs do have, your shutter speeds cannot go higher than the camera’s
sync-speed, normally 1/125 to 1/250 second — or even less on most cameras.
However, as technology has evolved, you now have cameras, both mirrorless and DSLRs, that
use electronic shutters known as “rolling” or “global” shutters and even some of those cameras
have a “hybrid shutter” that utilize both mechanical and electronic shutter combinations. This is
one reason newer digital cameras today can do “high-sync” with flash. This type of flash-sync
allows for higher shutter speeds that will allow you to use lower apertures outdoors with fill
flash. There are often limitations, like some cameras will only high-sync with their proprietary
brand flash units.
Check your owner’s manual, it varies from camera to camera even within the same
manufacturer. The shutter speed plays a key role in overpowering the sun with flash outdoors as
the shutter speed controls the exposure of the ambient light along with the final lens aperture.
The first step is to measure your ambient light at the brightest part of the scene. I’ll take my
ambient reading and make sure that I can power up the output of my battery-powered flash at
least one to two stops more than the ambient light, it’s that simple. If I run into a situation where
I want the sky darker and more dramatic or I can’t go any higher on my flash unit, I’ll increase
my shutter speed, always staying at sync-speed or below. As you increase the shutter speed, the
sky darkens, overpowering the sun. If you slow your shutter speed, the sky brightens. The
aperture should stay constant.
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If it’s the break of day or dusk, then I “drag my shutter,” or slow the shutter speed down. The
beauty of this technique is that you can slow the shutter speed down to levels you’d never think
of hand-holding — not a problem, your shutter speed is really your flash duration at this point.
Find, See and Feel the Light

When you work indoors, look for “slivers of light” from windows. This image captured with an
Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at
1/640th sec.; 57mm (in 35mm: 114mm) at f/2.8; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.

Like the floor beneath our feet, light comes in different colors from many sources and in various
shapes. A good photographer will “see the light” ignored by others, while great photographers
actually will “feel the light.” These great photographers can naturally sense the correct exposure
of the image. They understand the light around their subject while they experience the passion in
the shadows. They too had to “crawl before they could walk” by learning to see the light before
they could feel it.
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The ability to feel the light
doesn’t happen overnight. It
comes with experience and lots
of shooting — all while learning
to master the basics, concepts
and fundamentals of
photography. It’s practically
impossible to teach someone how
to feel light in one article or day,
and because of that, my
intentions are to help you “see
the light” first.
The first step is to practice
finding light — a step toward
consistent and creative results
that often helps develop one’s
“photographic style.” It’s not
always easy to find, though it’s
there, as with the absence of light
is darkness, so as photographers,
we must learn to look.
As an example, stop, take a deep
breath and look around the room
you’re sitting in right now. What
sources of light do you see? A
window, a light above your head,
a lamp on your desk or if you’re
lucky, the light from your 150gallon saltwater aquarium? If you Olympus EM-1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital
ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/640th sec.; 43mm (in
said yes to a combination of the
35mm: 86mm) at f/5.0; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.
above, you’re an average
photographer who probably takes
pictures.
If you said, “wait, there’s more,” and pointed out the four walls in your room, the floor, the
mirror, your desktop, your computer monitor, TV, or even your hall light, then you’re probably a
photographer who takes photographs more often than pictures. Let’s not forget, light falls on
everything in its path. It’s the diffusion of the light that we actually see through obstacles in its
path. Rarely do we see light in its purest form.
Practice this “looking for the light” in every room you walk in for the next month — challenge
yourself to find the light in every corner, off every wall, floor or door. Even items like your
refrigerator reflect light.
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Quick Reaction Timing
Another method you can use to sharpen your skills to see the light is a technique I call Quick
Reaction Timing, or QRT. I often teach this technique at my glamour workshops to help
condition my attendees’ (we’re all students of photography) hand-eye coordination so they learn
to “see” that fraction of time when their subjects are at their finest. The original QRT exercise
was to help eliminate shutter-trigger-finger-hesitation, but it also helps you learn to “see the
light” you may have overlooked.
While the QRT technique is another article in itself and featured in my first book, the concept is
simple. First you allocate at least one day per month for yourself and your photography — at the
local zoo. Get there early, fully rested from the night before, as your mind needs to be fresh.
Also, the animals are most lively when they first wake up, it’s feeding time, the crowd is still
small, and the light constantly changes as the sun rises.
The idea is to train your mind to “look” for the funniest things those lovable creatures are doing
while you’re exercising your heart and lungs and if you look hard enough, you’ll “see the light”
in many forms and places. You’ll feel the passion when you find those shadows and you’ll feel
the exhilaration when you capture that image. The animals will find the light for you, as often
they are basking in it for warmth.
As you walk down the paths at the zoo, look for light bouncing off the water, walls or even
people’s clothing as they walk past — it may be as simple as the shiny, silver base of that water
fountain as you take a drink to quench your thirst.
Practice this technique at least once per month if not twice per month, several months out of the
year. I still do it to keep my mind sharp, and it doesn’t hurt to support your local zoo. If you’re
lucky, they’ll buy the images for their brochures, or swap you free admission for prints. Zoos
already have low budgets, so worse case you’ll know you’ve done a good deed by supplying
them with images they can use even if it’s just for a byline in the caption. You might also get
lucky and sell some of the images for stock while improving your shooting techniques.
And if you can’t go outside and you’re stuck in the studio, make sure you have a studio light kit
that allows you to individually turn off your modeling lights one by one, preferably with a switch
at the back of the light head. Even with artificial light you can learn to “feel the light.”
As an example, when I light a subject in the studio I start with one light source then I add lights
as needed. But I look at the light emitted by the modeling lights — that is what they are there for,
to show you how the light will fall and where. Even by changing the light modifiers, like
swapping out a softbox with a straight grid, you’ll not only see how the light falls, you’ll even
see the harsher quality — a step toward learning to feel for hard light versus softer light.
Stick your hand out in front of that box, then from the same distance, do it with a 7-inch metal
grid. Feel the heat off the grid? Feel the harshness? Check the background shadow, too. See what
happens when you change your light modifier to a more focused form? Harsher shadows!
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Photo captured outdoor with natural light plus light reflected off the water with an Olympus EM1 Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/40th sec.; 45mm
(in 35mm: 90mm) at f/7.1; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.
The whole idea is to learn to look for the light, learn to see it then feel it. Find that light, because
before you know it, the more you shoot plus the more QRT, and the more you look for the light,
you’ll eventually figure out the light will find you more often than you’ll find it. Another step
toward feeling the light.
Call it instinct, experience, knowledge or all the above, but great photographers actually know
how to “feel the light.” Like the floor beneath our feet, light is often taken for granted, even the
little bit of light that filters in our bedroom while we sleep in our homeostasis state of mind.
Lines: Implied, Imaginary, and Inherent
There are many elements in photography that help create a successful image, starting with the
optional elements of lines, foreground choices, clothing, accessories, props, chiaroscuro and
various forms of accent lighting on your subject. Then there are required elements like the
subject, light, exposure, pose and smile. While most of these elements are discussed in their
entirety in my other books and can be found on my online photography tips, in this photo tip I’m
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going to concentrate on lines. Though an optional element, I feel they are crucial for creating
images with impact.
First, we must understand that there are three types of lines: implied, imaginary and inherent.
Sometimes photographers will use one, none or a combination of the three in a photograph, but
ultimately, even if the lines themselves are created in the subject’s pose, lines bring subconscious
interest in an image to the viewer.
Implied lines are also imaginary, as they are not necessarily physically apparent in an image and
most are created by our minds through the perceptions we hold in our consciousness. As we
mentioned earlier in this book, “if it’s meant to be bent, bend it,” when discussing posing and
this is a great ex- ample of how our subconscious follows the body to create these lines. Have
your subject put her hands in her hair, shoot a horizontal image where the elbow joints are
cropped out, but the limbs are still evident, and you’ll find that our minds will ignore the missing
limbs and connect the visible parts.
Imaginary lines, on the other hand, are neither implied nor perceived. These are the lines that
generally add the most appeal when practicing photographic therapy, as they tend to be the lines
that come in various shapes — the most common being the S-curve formed by the upper and
lower torso. Normally I’ll have my subject standing, leaning up against a door frame, wall or car,
then have her place her feet further back and photograph her from a profile view, but with her
face to the camera.
In reality, if your subject’s head is in the upper left of the frame, her feet should be in the lower
right, thus her natural body curves creates the S, while her position creates an imaginary diagonal
from opposite corners of the frame.
Then there are the inherent lines that statically exist, like trees (vertical line), door frames, the
edge of a wall or the spirals of a staircase. These lines come in various directions, such as
vertical, horizontal and diagonal. The strongest lines in a photograph tend to be the more phallic,
which is something they actually teach in basic art classes.
Diagonal lines are my favorite lines I try to incorporate in my images. I’ll create them with the
limbs of the body, as elbows and knees should never be locked for an image. I’ll also create
diagonals with the subject’s face by having her bring her chin slightly toward her shoulder while
keeping the top of her head at an opposite angle. It’s not uncommon that I’ll tell my subject,
“chin to shoulder” when helping her pose. Also, if my subject doesn’t understand, I demonstrate
with my own hands and body.
Advice to New Photographers
Often, new photographers come to me for advice. Lord knows my email box is overflowing on a
daily basis. A majority of those questions have one recurring theme — equipment. My best
advice to a new photographer is simple: invest in one great light. You only need one to begin
with and I emphasize that light is the life blood of an image. Lights should last at least 10 years.
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Image captured with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II and a Lumix G VARIO 12-35mm f/2.8 lens at
1/60th sec.; 23mm (in 35mm: 46mm) at f/3.5; ISO: 400; White Balance: 6000K.
Then I’ll tell that same photographer, invest in a great piece of glass, as a great lens will give you
sharp, quality images. That lens should have a fast f/stop, or a low f/stop number of at least f/2.8.
Like a great light, a great lens should last ten or more years if properly maintained.
I further explain that I see too many photographers spend thousands of dollars purchasing the
top-of-the-line camera body with cheap lights and a cheap lens, when in essence, it’s backwards.
“An f/stop is an f/stop and a shutter speed is a shutter speed, camera bodies change quickly,
especially since the Board of Directors meets every Monday,” I’ll tell them.
Simply put, we replace camera bodies quicker than we replace our lights and lenses, but a
photographer should learn to master one light first, then, budget permitting, add more lights until
he has enough equipment to satisfy his needs. If a photographer has a larger budget, then I’ll let
them know, besides that great lens, start with a great set of lights. In the long run, you’ll save
money, have less heartburn, and create great images. It’s all about light and the optics of the
glass. Camera bodies just capture what the latter two provide.
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Chapter Eleven — Post Production

My first experience with a digital camera took place around 1989, when I was an active-duty
soldier in the U.S. Army. The Army at the time was evaluating the Sony Mavica (Magnetic
Video Camera) digital camera system that basically looked bigger than a Hassleblad medium
format camera (6x6) with a television camera lens mounted to it. I really don’t remember the
model number, but it was a version of the Sony Pro Mavica 5000. It was a .72, yes, point
seventy-two, megapixel digital camera that basically captured one frame of video.
As I tried to do some research
about the history of digital
cameras, I was shocked to see
hardly anyone give Sony credit
and how wrong some digital
camera timelines and history
facts are on major websites, but
then again, perhaps it was
because we had access to digital
cameras in the military before the
civilian public — so yes, my
experience with digital cameras
started in 1989 and it wasn’t
pretty.
About a year later, I’d get my
first taste of Adobe Photoshop
1.0, and for you Apple vs.
Windows debaters, it was made
for the Apple Macintosh
exclusively. Three years later, in
Nov. 1993, the first Windows
version, Adobe Photoshop 2.5,
was released and shortly
thereafter, Adobe acquired Aldus
Photo Styler.

Photo captured with natural light from an open barn door
with an Olympus EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital
ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/320th sec.; 125mm (in
35mm: 250mm) at f/2.8; ISO: 400; White Balance: 6000K.

A master move for Adobe as this
allowed them to focus on the
Windows operating system
market, plus it gave them Aldus
PageMaker, one of the top pagelayout and design programs for
publications. Adobe saw the
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importance of photography in publications and their goal was to make these two programs
interactive with each other, and they achieved it, propelling Photoshop even more until it became
the standard in photography.
So that’s a little history how it all started. Quite frankly, at the time, many photographers balked
at digital cameras as the resolution was not great, and many photographers felt that the
“darkroom in a box,” image editing programs were meant for illustrators, not photographers.
This lack of early adoption caused many top photographers to fall, while those that jumped on
the train steamed ahead, especially those with prior darkroom experience.
During this revolution,
professional photographers
accustomed to darkrooms,
not computer keypads had
an advantage; they had
skills and techniques that
relied on their eyes and
hands. These photographers
worked in “dark” rooms
with low intensity amber
“safelights” for black and
white, and practically in
complete darkness for color
photography. This was a
skill that separated
photographers from their
peers, and those that
learned techniques
increased that separation
amongst their competitors,
especially when it came to
the darkroom technique of
burning or dodging.
Adobe recognized this and
the first, plus every version
since of Photoshop, these
two techniques became
“core” tools for
photographers in their
image editing software
program. Just like in the
darkroom, burning and
dodging relied on your
hands and eyes. The only
difference, in the darkroom,

Photo captured in the Bahamas at one of my photography
workshops with an Olympus EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko
Digital ED 12-40mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/200th sec.; 13mm (in
35mm: 26mm) at f/11; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K.
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whether you burned or
dodged the print, you
couldn’t see the effect until
you placed your
photographic paper in the
development tray, usually
filled with Kodak Dektol,
and even then, your eyes
and judgment were affected
by the amber, or paleyellow lighting.
It was a skill to understand
how a print under a lowintensity yellow light
looked correct. That skill
relied on interpretation of
your techniques as the print
moved from developer to
Stop Bath, then Fixer,
before you’d be able to turn
on the lights to further
evaluate your printing
skills. It’s ten times easier
in Photoshop today — you
get to view things as they
develop in real time and
under normal lighting
conditions.
It’s a piece of cake, well not
Photo captured at the Santa Monica Pier with an Olympus EM-1
really, it too is a bona fide
set of skills and techniques Mark II and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8
PRO lens at 1/4000th sec.; 43mm (in 35mm: 86mm) at f/2.8; ISO:
and with the lasso, clone
stamp, healing brush, levels, 200; White Balance: 6000K.
histogram, etc., all in
Photoshop, it takes even more skills and various techniques to master than we ever used in a
darkroom. Just like the darkroom days, again, learned skills and techniques separate the men
from the boys.
Now I haven’t been in the darkroom in quite some time but the many years I spent in them gave
me experience that helped me hone my skills and techniques in what is now called postproduction, and unfortunately, this is where many photographers fail. They either had no
darkroom experience and/or the ganas to learn new software. It’s these photographers who don’t
adapt that are looked down upon by not only their subjects they photograph, but by their peers
that take the time to study and execute post production techniques.
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Post-production skills improve with practice. I used Nik filters in Adobe Photoshop to
manipulate this color image into a partial monochromatic photo. Image captured with an
Olympus EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO lens at 1/80th sec.;
90mm (in 35mm: 180mm) at f/4.0; ISO: 1600; White Balance: 6000K.
In today’s tack sharp digital cameras, it’s not just burning and dodging that is required even for a
perfectly exposed and composed image or getting it right in the digital camera. It’s more. It’s a
photographer’s ability to perfect the final image to their client’s satisfaction, not to mention their
post-production techniques that will either elevate or deflate their level of professionalism in
photography.
When it came to photographing people, especially women, film was naturally forgiving with its
cellulose gelatin structure plus natural film curvature. Digital cameras are super sharp with no
forgiveness when printed, thus not as flattering to your subject’s skin; so, photographers of
women, get on the bus and learn — practice, practice, then practice again, your ability to postproduce photos in image manipulating software before you give your subject any photo matters.
Your photography is only as good as your final output whether it be a digital image for the
Internet, or a gallery archival print.
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Chapter Twelve — Lens Barrel or a Gun Barrel

Some will say that when 1994 Pulitzer Prize photographer Kevin Carter, 33, claimed his own life
from what many believed taking one too many heartbreaking photos, particularly an image of a
vulture sitting on the left of a starving Sudanese child waiting for the child to collapse, that
photography is a dangerous profession. I say, the lens barrel of photography has the potential of
being a gun barrel.

Image captured with an Olympus EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8
PRO lens at 1/160th sec.; 70mm (in 35mm: 140mm) at f/4.5; ISO: 500; White Balance: 6000K.
I myself have over 40-years of experience as a professional photographer and most of those
years photographing women and a lot of those years is what I like to call photographic therapy. I
can tell you from my own experiences with photography and war, photography is deadly if not
executed properly.
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What I mean by that, simply
put, many photographic
therapy clients come from
my private shoots. Many are
usually married women or
divorced and some are
unhappy with their belt size
that age and child bearing
years have brought them.
The married ones often look
for a spark or sizzle to
sustain their marriage and
they do this through sexy
photos.
While great glamour photos
that meet their needs are not
hard to accomplish as an
experienced photographer,
many inexperienced
photographers could
actually do their subjects
more harm than good —
thus potentially leading to
their subject’s death.
Now that is a strong
statement, and many are
wondering how can this be
true? As an example, some
of my private clients are
The beuty of mirrorless cameras is the ability to hand-hold slow
shutter speeds as I did with this image captured with an Olympus women who want their
EM-1 and an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8 PRO photographs taken shortly
after becoming “Mom.” It’s
lens at 1/6th sec.; 60mm (in 35mm: 120mm) at f/4.5; ISO: 200;
a known fact that some new
White Balance: 6000K.
mothers can suffer from
postpartum depression.
Depression is deadly and if a photographer doesn’t know what they are doing, poor photography
can reinforce the subject’s lethal depression already in place.
As photographers we must realize, we are not there to replace the psychiatrists’ couch, we’re
there to capture the inner and outer beauty of our subjects to hopefully add a layer of great
feelings that can help build or rebuild their self-esteem.
While photographic therapy is not usually practiced in the killing fields of a war zone as when
Pulitzer Prize photographer Eddie Adams captured his famous photo in Vietnam of Gen. Nguyen
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Ngoc Loan executing a Viet Cong prisoner in Saigon, some forms of photography are deadly,
especially when photographing subjects in a depressed state of mind — as photographers, we
must recognize when it’s the right moment to pass up an assignment to a more qualified
colleague.
As the late Adams once put it about his famous photograph, “The general killed the Viet Cong; I
killed the general with my camera. Still photographs are the most powerful weapon in the world.
People believe them; but photographs do lie, even without manipulation.”
I share this with you to remind you how powerful photography is, and it’s up to us
photographers, to do our best in making our clients happy with the final results. Let’s take
photographic therapy serious as life is short, and we certainly don’t want the finger pointed at
our photos that ultimately drove someone over the edge.
With that said, this book was just the first step in understanding photographic therapy and I’d
like to suggest, if you’re serious about photography, you must respect it first, just like respecting
a weapon.

It’s not the camera that makes the photographer, it’s the photographer that creates the photo with
a given capture device. This photo was captured with an Apple iPhone 4S with its built-in lens,
f/2.5262 at 1/20th sec.; 4.28mm (in 35mm: 35mm) at f/2.4; ISO: 200; White Balance:
Automatic.
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Conclusion

As an author of five photography “how-to
books,” and co-author of another, I didn’t
come up with my photographic therapy
concept overnight. This is the third
edition of Photographic Therapy —The
Power of Photography to Help Build or
Rebuild Self-Esteem, and I hope you’ve
enjoyed it plus learned at least one thing
from it.
This first edition of this book was
released in 2009 followed by the second
edition in 2014. There have been many
updates and changes since the first
edition, but this edition includes 100percent all new photos for this book down
to the cover and it’s the first edition to
include caption information. I decided to
add the time-consuming captions to give
you and other photographers some
starting points when it comes to the
creation of images under certain
scenarios.
Obviously, you are reading an electronic
Image captured with an Olympus EM-1 Mark II and version and my goal is to get this book in
print as all my other books. My first four
an Olympus M.Zuiko Digital ED 40-150mm f/2.8
books were with publisher Amherst
PRO lens at 1/640th sec.; 150mm (in 35mm:
300mm) at f/5.0; ISO: 200; White Balance: 6000K. Media and since then, I’ve decided to
self-publish — just makes more sense
today. However, no publishing is free, not even the download of this copy that came adds
bandwidth charges to my monthly server bill.
The goal of this book is to help photographers improve their photography, but also to understand
the power of photography, plus to understand the pressures that women have to deal to include
societal pressures. My ultimate goal is to release Lens Diaries — A Memoir as a more
mainstream book so people can relate to the stories, some perhaps potential photographic therapy
subjects themselves.
A book where photographers could read it and gain insight to help improve or better understand
their photography and its power. A book with a front and back cover image only filled with
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words, stories, and wisdom about a photographer’s experiences and viewpoints, a diary of sorts
with helpful information. A book that will perhaps explain why we do the things we do.
Hopefully you’ve enjoyed this book and if you did, please help me spread the gospel of
photography and photographic therapy by simply directing your friends to come download their
copy. I ask that you respect my copyright and not forward this to your friends and instead send
them a link, so they can legally acquire it too. Ultimately, I hope someone will read this book
who’s in need of photographic therapy.
And finally, I ask for one piece of help, if you feel you can help me achieve my goal to turn this
electronic book into a printed version, please make-a-donation today at this link or scan the QRC
code below. No matter how small or big, every penny counts towards this book’s success and
spreading the gospel of photography and photographic therapy that might just save one person’s
life.
Thanks, Rolando Gómez

Note: You can find most of my photography tips on SunbouncePro.com and my gallery of
photos at RolandoGomez.com plus my workshops and expanded portfolios at
RolandoGomez.net.
Donation QRC code:
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